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General Introduction . Summary 
Most of the physical properties of metals such as electrical conductivity, 
magnetism and optical properties are determined by the beha\iour of the 
electrons in the metals 
The knowledge of the electronic structure is thus of prime importance tor the 
understanding and prediction of physical properties of metals 
In the one-electron theory an electron in a material moves in a central poten­
tial. This leads to the existence of bands ot allowed wavevectors E and ener­
gies E given by the band structure. 
In a metal at Τ = OK the energy levels up to the Fermi energy EF are occu­
pied, the electronic states above Ε? are unoccupied. 
The combination of calculated band structures and experimental data on 
these band structures gives a detailed and accurate picture of the electronic 
structure of matter, which can be used to calculate a wide range of physical 
and chemical properties of materials 
The electronic states at the Fermi level can be accurately investigated by the 
de Haas van Alphen effect 
Photoemission and elhpsomctry allow a study of occupied bands below EF and 
unoccupied bands above Ef. 
In photoemission experiments one analyses the electrons escaping from a 
solid after excitation by ultraviolet light This technique has been used since 
the 1960's for the study of electronic properties of matter. In the I970's the 
field of photoemission has grown explosively, examphfied best by one of the 
pioneers in the field W E Spicer ( 1982 ) A refinement of the technique of 
photoemission is Angular Resolved Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(ARUPS) Here the kinetic energies and escape angles of photoemitted elec­
trons both are measured For single crystals this allows in principle a direct 
determination of the energies and the wavevectors k' of electrons involved, 
and thus an experimental mapping of the band structure 
As the escape depth of the electrons emitted in the photoemission process is 
small, this technique is very surface sensitive In fact it probes only the top 
atomic layers of a material This catagonzes ARUPS as a Surface Science 
technique. This surface sensitivity is both an advantage and a disadvantage. 
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The disadvantage is that in order to obtain accurate experimental data quite 
an effort has to be made in obtaining clean and crystalline surfaces. 
The materials should be cleaned and characterized under ultra high vacuum 
(UHV) conditions (1(Г"Тогг). The ultra high vacuum conditions are neces­
sary to prevent contamination of the sample surfaces. The advantage is that 
ARUPS can also be used to study the properties of electrons at surfaces. The 
properties of electrons at the surface play an important role in the fields of 
catalysis and corrosion. Also in the semiconductor technology these surface 
properties are gaining importance. The field of Surface Science, to which AR­
UPS belongs, is therefore rapidly expanding. 
Photoemission investigations also profit from synchrotrons as a lightsource. 
The light produced by synchrotrons, consisting of polarized, continuous radia­
tion of high intensity in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) is very suitable for 
photoemission studies. This makes ARUPS a very powerful technique. A 
researcher investigates a material in his own laboratory using radiation from 
noble gas resonance lamps. In his laboratory he develops the best procedure 
for obtaining a clean crystalline surface of the material. Many problems can 
be solved by using a laboratory lightsource. To answer remaining questions, 
which can be solved using the special properties of synchrotron radiation, one 
can travel to a synchrotron and perform additional measurements. 
In part A of this thesis first several theoretical aspects of the photoemission 
process and band structure calculation are discussed. 
An ARUPS apparatus, which was home built, is described. Finally the exper­
imentally determined band structure of silver is compared with a theoretically 
calculated band structure. This demonstrates the power of the method. Also 
an experimental band structure of a disordered Ago.85Auo.15 alloy was deter­
mined. 
Ellipsometry was used to study the band structure of complex materials. 
Complex materials such as ternary compounds are difficult to measure in pho­
toemission experiments, as it is difficult to obtain clean and crystalline sur­
faces with the bulk composition. 
Ellipsometry measures the elliptic polarization of light, which results after re­
flection of linearly polarized light from a surface. Ellipsometry is less surface 
sensitive then photoemission , as one is concerned with the penetration depth 
of light which is 500Â to 10.000Â depending on the wavelengths used. From 
the measurements the dielectric constant έ(ω) of a material can be deter­
mined. This quantity can also be calculated from the band structure; and 
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thus allows an indirect comparison with band structure calculations 
In part В the theory behind ellipsometry is discussed The experimental equip­
ment used is described. The results on six materials of current interest. 
ZrZn 2, NuAl, NiMnSb, PtMnSb, CeB, and LaBg are described in the form 
of four papers 
The experimental data arc discussed in comparison with recent band structure 
calculations. 
It will be shown that ellipsometry is a good method to experimentally verify 
band structure calculations for complex materials 
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Part A 
Angular Resolved Photoemission 
г^ íV^v 
I *у» 
Photo I: The ARUPS experimental equipment 
A 1 Introduction 
Angular Resolved Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ARUPS) has 
evolved into a powerful method to investigate the electronic structure of 
matter. The method allows direct determination of the wavevectors of elec-
trons involved in optical transitions. ARUPS can thus be used to experimen-
tally map the band structure of solids. 
Also electronic states located in the top atomic layers, surface states, can be 
observed. Using ARUPS one can also determine the nature and bond orien-
tations for adsórbales. 
Various applications of ARUPS are discussed by Williams ( 1980 ) and 
Himpsel ( 1983 ). 
In this work a home built angular resolved photoemission spectrometer will 
be described and the results obtained with it will be discussed. 
A considerable effort has been invested in the experimental determination of 
the bandstructure of noble metals. As the life time broadening is much small-
er in noble metals then in e.g. transition metals and clean reproducible sur-
faces can be obtained, this makes them attractive for accurate determination 
of wavevectors involved. Also, the electronic structure of these early post-
transition metals is of interest to theorists and experimentists. 
For copper ARUPS has led to a consistent result, as reviewed by Courths 
( 1984b ). 
For silver, which was also studied in this work, and gold the situation is less 
clear. 
Experimental results Wehner ( 1978 ), Weeks ( 1978 ), Roloff ( 1977 ), Reck-
inger ( 1981 ) and Courths ( 1981 ) showed deviations of l-3eV for the final 
state and deviations of 0.2-0.5eV for the initial states involved in the pho-
toemission process. These deviations are observed with respect to the band 
structure calculations of Christensen ( 1972 ). The band structure of Eckardt 
( 1984 ) is almost identical to Christensen's result. However both Christensen 
and Eckardt have adjusted potentials in their calculation in order to make 
their calculations agree with experimental data. Even then deviations were 
observed. 
Courths ( 1984a ) contradictory claims that his new experimental data are in 
agreement with the band structures of Christensen ( 1972 ) and Eckardt 
( 1984 ). 
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In the research described here a detailed comparison is made between angu­
lar resolved photoemission spectra in the rKWX direction on a Ag(l()0) sur-
lace and a silver band structure calculated using the ASW method. 
The band structure obtained was not adjusted by fitting experimental data 
'I his allows a better comparison between the calculation in the one-electron 
approximation and the experimental band structure, which may be influenced 
by the fact that photoemission probes an excited state of the solid in which 
many body effects can be important To obtain agreement between experi­
ment and theory only a diagonal shift of 0 45eV for the initial d-band states 
was necessary 
A sophisticated interpretation was made by using plots ol the band structure 
at different к -values in the rKWX plane Also an effort was made to observe 
the M point surface state, which is difficult to separate from the bulk d-band 
(Neddermcyer 1982). 
It is also an interesting question what influence disordering has on the elec­
tronic structure of materials, and whether still direct transitions can be used 
to explain the photoemission spectra 
Up to now only a few disordered alloys have been investigated Cu,,
 gAln ι 
( Fessa 1981a, 1982a ), CuNi ( Allen 1983 ), Co
a4,Fenm Neddermeyer ( 1984 ), 
Pdo~,Ago27 (Fessa 1981b) The study of disordered alloys by ARUPS is, 
quoting Bansil ( 1983 ), still in its infancy Also the influence of disordering 
on surface states has up to now only been observed for ΟίηοΑΙ,,, (Fessa 
1981a, 1982a) In this work photoemission from a Ag,i8SAunii(100) crystal 
was measured. The d-bands of silver and gold are well separated and effects 
on the band structures are thus easily observed 
Since a relative small amount of gold was used the band structure of silver 
can be used for a comparison to investigate the differences between Ag and 
AgossAuon Also the region around the M point surface state was investigated 
This part A of the thesis is divided in several paragraphs. 
In paragraph 2.1 the physics of the photoemission process is described 
In paragraph 2 2 the essence of band structure calculation is given, illustrated 
with results for the ASW calculation of the silver band structure. Properties 
of surface states are discussed in 2 3 
The influence of the light source on the photoemission spectra through polari­
zation effects is discussed in 2 4. 
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Methods for determining an experimental band structure from photoemission 
spectra are discussed in 2 5 
In chapter 3 the experiment and the home built spectrometer are discussed 
Finally the results obtained on Ag(100) and Λ&,^ ΛιιΟ 15(100) surfaces are 
described and discussed in comparison with the calculated silver band struc­
ture in chapter 4. 
It will be shown that the results for silver are within ~0 2eV in agreement 
with the calculated band structure The band structure of Ago^ AuO 15 is al­
most equal to the silver band structure, a gold impurity like band is visible. 
Also the peaks are clearly broadened due to disorder smearing. 
A 2. Theory 
A 2.1 The photoemission proces 
The geometry of an Angular Resolved Ultraviolet Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy experiment is shown in figure 1 
Figure 1: The geometry of an ARUPS experiment. 
Ultraviolet light is incident on the sample, electrons excited in the 
photoemission process escape from the solid in various directions 
Measurements of the number of electrons and their kinetic energy at different 
escape angles allows in principle, for single crystals, direct determination of 
the wavevectors ΐ involved in the transitions 
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The theory describing this photoemission process is by no means simple The 
emission of an electron leaves the solid in an excited state Relaxation effects 
associated with the lifetimes of the hole and the excited electron have to be 
considered In the bandstructure regime (tuo<30 eV) the electrons which have 
not suffered inelastic scattering originate from the first 5 - 20 Á of the 
material This surface region is not necessarily representative for the bulk, it 
can give rise e g to electronic states (surface states) which are not possible 
in the bulk The photoemission process is most clearlv illustrated by the 
three step model ( Berglund and Spicer 1964 ) 
In this model three separate steps (ollow each other 
1) The electron is excited into an unoccupied state above Ep 
Assuming direct, t-conserving interband transitions the optical excitation 
process can be described using time dependent perturbation theory (see also 
section В 2) In this way in optical transitions the wavevector IT and the 
energy of the electrons are conserved 
The total energy distribution of photoexcited electrons in final state Ε, N (E, 
ft ω) is then given by 
N(E tuo) α 2 ƒ die I Mr, ^(ErOc) - hfi) - tuo)ò(E - ЕД)) (1) 
il BZ 
In (1) ι denotes the initial states and f the final states involved The matrix 
element of the transition is given by 
Mfl = < f | S p + p S | i > (2) 
Here Ä is the vector potential of the incident light and ρ the momentum of 
the electron involved 
The contribution -p Ä α — Ä is only important in the first atomic layers and 
leads to surface effects For bulk optical transitions it may be neglected 
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2) The excited electron ditfuses to the surface 
On its way to the surface the excited electron may experience scattering At 
room temperature inelastic electron-electron scattering is the dominant 
mechanism The mean free path of electrons due to this electron-electron 
scattering is shown in figure (2) as a function of the kinetic energy of the 
electron 
100-
50. 
10-
5. 
10 —r~ 50 100 500 1000 5000 
EKLH t»V) 
Figure 2 The mean free path 1 of electrons with a kinetic energy Ekin in 
solids 
This curve is of quite general validity, independent of the material involved 
It can be concluded from figure (2) that the mean free path in the UPS-
region is limited to 5 - 20Â 
This is the reason why UPS is such a surface sensitive technique The 
transport effect is described by a coefficient D(E, Tc) 
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3) The electron escapes through the surface 
When escaping through the surface the wavevector component parallel to the 
surface It is conserved as the symmetry of the crystal potential parallel to the 
surface is not changed The component k'± is not conserved in the process 
The final state wavefunction %(£) consists of a linear combination of plane 
waves: 
Ч'г = 2игсЯФ( ,(к*+ 6 ) 0 (3) 
б 
where G denotes a reciprocal lattice vector 
This leads to the conservation rule on which the interpretation of ARUPS 
data is based: 
F = Έ> + G (4) 
Transitions with F = F are called primary cone emission ( Mahan 1970 ) 
When a reciprocal lattice vector G is involved one speaks of secundary cone 
emission. The secundary cone emission can be divided in two parts. 
Transitions with lcf = le, + G where G is a bulk reciprocal lattice vector ( bulk 
umklapp ) and transitions which only involve a surface reciprocal lattice 
vector G ι e a reciprocal lattice vector G in the surface plane ( surface 
umklapp ). These two umklapp effects are often not distinguishable from 
each other. In the band structure regime the spectra are dominated by 
primary cone emission. Secundary cone emission is also usually much weaker 
then primary cone emission, it has typically an intensity of 10% of the 
primary cone emission 
From the measured spectra F can be calculated, for primary cone emission. 
% = у ^ Г 5 Ш (5) 
Неге θ is the escape angle of the detected electrons with respect to the 
surface normal. 
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Expressing к in A ', E. in eV (5) becomes 
Kin 
1 = 0 5Π7\/Ϊ4>η0 (6) 
In spectra usually the initial energy F- with respect to the Fermi level is 
measured, the kinetic energy is then given by subtracting the workfunction Φ 
ot the material 
Ь
кш
 = »ico - E, - Φ (7) 
Ihe escape probability I(f-f k*/) is classically ( Smith 1978 ) given by 
Τ (Ε Ί< ) = 1 rf Ь,(Г) - Ь ,t>tf(k' + G )72m (8) 
Τ (E V. ) = 0 if E
r
(£) - K
ac
<ti-(k + tí )72m 
Ihe angular dependent energy distribution of electrons detected N (E, к tuu) 
can now be written in the three step model as 
N(E К .tuo) = Σ J dl? Mf, 12D(Ef £)T(Er TT ) (9) 
іГ 1)7 
ò(E((\t) - Ε,(Ε) - Ιιω)δ(Ε - Ε,(£))δ(Κ + G - Κ ) 
where the angular resolution, which is indicated by δ(Κ + G - К ) at energy 
E only allows transmission of electrons with wavevector К 
Quantummechanically the photoemission process has to be treated as a one 
step process 
Mahan ( 1970 ) described it as an inelastic scattering process between 
incoming photons and electrons For free electron initial and final states this 
led to the cone emission description Feibelman and Eastman ( 1974 ) using 
steady state scattering theory derived a Fermi golden rule similar to (9) for 
the energy and angular dependence of photoemission from a solid in the 
independent electron approximation 
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This model includes the electron inelastic mean free path, but neglects 
relaxation effects due to the lifetime of the created hole. The final state is 
now described by wavefunctions also employed in the interpretation of Low 
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) data. Inelastic electron-electron 
scattering is included by the addition of an imaginary part to the potential 
used in the Schrödinger equation for energies above EK. For the case of weak 
damping i.e. when the escape depth is large compared to interatomic 
distances, this model reduces to the three step model with direct transitions 
with full ic-conservation in the first step. 
As mentioned before direct interband transitions dominate the spectra in the 
bandstructure regime. 
Besides the direct transitions also phonon-assisted non-direct transitions are 
possible. Here V.' is also undetermined. The reason these transitions occur is 
that for strongly damped final states, also excitations into evanescent final 
states in band gaps are possible. Evanescent means that the wavefunction 
declines exponentially away from the top surface layer. The final state 
damping leads to a localization of the transition in the surface region. 
Peaks in the photoemission spectrum are now related to singularities in the 
one-dimensional density of states ( ODDOS ) at a certain fixed 1c -value. 
They reflect the occupied density of states: ЭЕ/Зкх 
From the above given remarks it is clear that ODDOS transitions dominate 
the spectra in those cases where the mean free path becomes equal to the 
lattice dimensions. 
At high temperature and/or high photon energies ODDOS transitions become 
important; this is governed by the Debye-Waller factor. 
Shevchik ( 1979 ) discusses this effect in terms of intra-atomic and interatomic 
electron-phonon interactions. 
Direct transitions and ODDOS effects can be separated in experimental 
spectra. Spectra of ODDOS transitions reflect the initial state only, peak 
positions do not depend on the photon energy and they also show little or no 
angular dispersion. Direct transitions do shift with photon energy and exhibit 
an angular dependence. 
The differences between the two types of transitions is illustrated in figure 3: 
In the above given discussion the surface effects are incorporated in the 
transmission factor T(F.,fy). 
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Surface states cannot be calculated using these techniques. Pendry ( 1976 ) 
describes a one step model using multiple wave scattering theory, which 
allows the calculation of surface states e.g. for Cu (111) there is good 
agreement between experimentally found surface states and calculated ones 
( Niisson 1980 ). They also showed that the presence of surface states is very 
sensitive to the potential in the outermost atomic layer. 
E: I 
πω 
NON-DIRECT 
NON-DIRECT 
NCE) 
Figure 3: N(E, lieu) for combined direct and non-direct transitions 
In reality the observed peaks have a width mainly due to life time 
broadening. Pendry's one step model also includes life time effects. The 
inelastic mean free path length leads to an uncertainty in ΐ ± , the momentum 
broadening; which is also related to the lifetime of the excited electron. The 
life time broadening leads to a Lorcntzian with an effective width f, assuming 
that both electrons and hole states have Lorcntzian widths r^Ef) en rh(Ej) 
( Eastman 1978 ). 
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Г-=(Гь
 + Гс!|Н4^!)/(1 -Щ^) (10) 
Knapp ( 1979 ) shows that for noble metals the life time broadening for final 
state energies less then 20 eV leads to a momentum broadening Δί<«ϋ 1Â"', 
which is much less then for transitions metals. For copper he shows that the 
initial states have a life time broadening of 0.3 eV for E, = -2 eV and 0.6 cV 
for E, = -5 eV. The final states involved using energies between 15-25 eV 
have a lifetime broadening Г
с
 of 1-2 eV. In alloys life time broadening is 
observed due to the disorder smearing of peaks, these effects can be large. 
The research described here concerns photoemission in the UPS region (tuu 
= 11.8 eV, 16.8 eV, 21.2 eV. 26.9 eV, 40.8 eV). 
Photoemission can also be performed using X-rays of 1200-1500 eV , this is 
called XPS. Here final states are approximated by free electron bands. Also 
the energies involved are so large that one samples the whole Brillouin-zone. 
XPS experiments on polycrystalline samples then measure effectively a 
density of states. Thus in the UPS regime momentum broadening is much less 
then in the XPS region, also energy and angular resolution are usually much 
better in the UPS region. 
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A 2.2 Bandstructure calculations 
The behaviour of electrons in a solid is described by the Schrödinger equation 
or -with inclusion of relativistic effects- by the Dirac equation. A direct 
solution of these equations for any real system other than the hydrogen atom 
is mathematically impossible. One has to rely on physical approximations for 
the reduction of the complicated many-body problem. 
The first commonly applied approximation is the so called Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation. Since the mass of a nucleus is so much higher than that of an 
electron, one can decouple the movement of the nuclei from the movement 
of the electrons and try to solve the electronic problem in the field, produced 
by the nuclei at fixed positions. 
The remaining problem is still hopelessly complex: a real solid contains about 
1024 electrons. A quite formidable reduction in the complexity of the problem 
is achieved by the assumption of periodic boundary conditions ( Bloch 
condition ). 
The use of this condition reduces the problem of the infinite solid to that of 
a unit cell. 
There is a price to be paid, however. The use of the Bloch condition hampers 
the treatment of non periodic aspects of the solid state. Examples are 
impurities and local excitations. 
Even with the two conditions described above the problem is unsolvable 
without further approximations. 
The most commonly applied approximation in the solid state is the so called 
Local Density Approximation. A detailed discussion, of this approach would 
lead us too far here ( von Barth and Williams, 1982 ). In essence it comprises 
the following. Suppose we know the electron charge density in the solid. 
From this charge density a potential is constructed by solving Poissons 
equation. This leads to the so called Hartree potential. This potential needs 
corrections, however. First of all it doesn't take into account the Pauli 
exclusion principle (exchange corrections). 
Secondly, even if the Pauli exclusion principle is taken into account properly, 
the behaviour of the electrons cannot be described with such a simple 
potential alone. This is because such a simple potential neglects the 
correlation between the movement of the electrons and would, for example 
lead to a non-metallic ground state for a free-electron gas (correlation 
correction). 
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The local density approximation describes both corrections in terms of the 
local density of the electrons themselves. With these approximations the 
Schrödinger equation is solved, with the wavefunctions thus obtained a new 
charge-density for the solid is calculated. This charge density will be different, 
in general, from the charge density originally assumed. 
One repeats the process described above untili convergence is obtained i.e. 
one has obtained a charge density which leads to a potential through Poissons 
equation and the local density approximation, which in its turn will lead to a 
charge density through Schrödingers equation which is identical with the 
charge density obtained before within some specified accuracy (usually ю - 5) 
(self consistent field method). 
Details of the techniques of this procedure can be found in the literature 
(Williams 197 9). 
Even in 1985 the details of the electronic structure of a relatively simple solid 
like silver are open for discussions. 
The electronic structure of silver as calculated for the experiments described 
here along the ΓΧ direction is shown in figure 15. There is a complex of filled 
4d bands about 5.5eV below the Fermi level. A broad 5s-band intersect the 
d-complex as well as the Fermi level. 
This band is responsible for the metallic properties of silver. 
In the recent literature good agreement between theory and experiment has 
been claimed for bandstructurcs calculated by Christensen ( 1972 ) and 
Eckardt ( 1984 ). 
The main discrepancies are found in the position of the d-complex with 
respect to the Fermi level. Christensen and Eckardt find the position of these 
d-bands about 0.5eV lower in energy than other authors (Jepsen 1981, 
MacDonald 1982). The authors link this difference to a different calculational 
technique, and attribute it to the inaccuracy in the basis set of the method . 
However, one of them ( Christensen 1972 ) used an ad hoc increase of the 
exchange and correlation potential. Such an increase will effect the most 
localized levels most and hence will lower the d-levels with respect to the s-
electrons (and thus with respect to the Fermi level). 
The discrepancies in the older literature are attributed by Jepsen to an effect 
of local exchange. It is known for Copper, that use of the Chodorow 
potential (including non-local exchange) leads to positions of the d-band 
about half a volt lower compared with the results of local exchange. 
MacDonald however, attributes the discrepancy to an effect of relaxation. 
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This means the following. One can interpret optical transitions as excitations 
between occupied and empty states as calculated ( Koopmans theorem ). 
This is an approximation. The excitation itself will influence the potential 
locally. Such a distortion has the effect of lowering the position of localized 
d-levels, 0.5eV is a rather big shift for relaxation effects in silver, however. 
The results of this work agree closely with the results of Jepsen and 
MacDonald. We disagree with Christensen and lickardt in that the position of 
the d-band is in error becauscof our linear method, since the results described 
here are also in perfect agreement with Moruzzi, Janak and Williams 
( 1978 ), who didn't use a linear method at all. On the basis of this work it 
cannot be distinghuished whether the discrepancy is due to non-local 
exchange or relaxation, since no calculations were performed including either 
of these effects The calculations could have been brought in very good 
agreement with experiment by artificially enhancing the local exchange and 
correlation potential. We feel, however, that the effect of such a shift is 
hiding more of the physics then it is exposing. An ad hoc shift of ().45eV was 
applied to the diagonal part of the 4d functions in the secular matrix in order 
to facilitate the interpretation of the observed spectra. Whether this shift has 
to be interpreted in terms of non-local exchange or breakdown of Koopmans' 
theorem remains an open question, however probably both contribute. 
Calculation of final states 
Since the calculation of final states is less of a routine matter than the 
calculation of occupied states, this calculation will be discussed here in some 
detail. The effect of the silver 4f-levels on the occupied levels is neglectible. 
In the ASW method they are included routinely however by the use of 
perturbation theory. For the higher excited states this perturbative approach 
fails, as is illustrated in comparing figure a and b. A second influence is that 
of the spin-orbit interaction, most notably illustrated in the occupied states 
figure c,d. Also the silver 5d states have to be included. This leads to a 
bandstructure of the final states shown in figure e. 
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Inclusion of the 5d levels in the standard ASW formalism means that one has 
to treat the 4d levels as core states. This procedure is not justified without 
further tests. The position of the s-band and the Fermi energy in both 
calculations (4d band states; no 5d states and 4d core states + 5d states) 
were compared and the influence on the relevant parts of the s-band was 
found to be negligible (<.01eV). 
2 . 5 -
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Figure e: Resulting band structure along ΓΧ with inclusion of the silver 5 d 
levels for the final states 
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2.3 Surface States 
At the surface of a metal electronic states are possible, different from the 
states in the bulk, due to the jump in the potential at the surface These 
electronic states are visible in angular resolved photoemission 
The surface can give rise to initial states which only exist in the first 1-2 
atomic layers, so called surface states As they are localized at the surface, k i 
is undetermined Their behaviour is described by 1c 
Also final states are possible which only exist in the top atomic layers 
( evanescent final states ) e g observed on copper ( Dietz 1979 ) 
For the noble metals several surface states are observed They are classified 
in two types Shockley states and Tamm-states 
Shockley states consist of electron states, which exist in local gaps between 
bands of different symmetries Local gaps are gaps which pertain through 
parts of the Bnllouin zone 
Shockley states were observed in s-p and s-d band gaps of the noble metals 
The s-p band gap at the L point, observed in normal emission from the 
copper (111) surface was the first surface state observed on noble metals 
( Gartland 1973 ) Now on (100), (110) and (111) surfaces of copper, silver 
and gold Shockley states have been observed To predict the existence of 
such states one can calculate the projection of the density of states on the 
surface Bnllouinzone and in this way locate the gaps Almost all states 
predicted have now been observed Some peaks are difficult to detect as they 
have often widths of 10-50 meV and are only visible over a limited angular 
range e g the Cu (001) surface state at the X point ( Kevan 1983 ) 
The surface Bnllouin zone of the (100) Fee surface is shown in figure (4) 
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Figure 4 The surface Bnllouin zone of the FCC (100) surface 
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Tamm states can be described as states with atomic like wavefunctions which 
are split off from a continuum of bulk bands. They exist in the top atomic 
layer, if the perturbation provided by the surface potential is sufficiently 
strong. These states are named after I.Tamm who first predicted their 
existence in 1932. 
For the noble metals d-like Tamm states are observed e.g. on the (100) 
surfaces at the M point. For copper and gold the peaks are clearly separated 
from the bulk peaks (Heimann 1979 a, b, с ). For silver this separation is 
much smaller, as predicted by calculations by Smith ( 1980 ). 
After several unsuccessful studies (Reckinger 1981, Lindroos 1982 ), it was 
first observed by Neddermeyer ( 1982 ). The peak was observed only 50 meV 
separated from the bulk d band edge, which makes detection difficult. Also a 
surface resonance was observed 70 meV below the d band edge. 
Surface resonances consist of states where periodic wavefunctions are coupled 
to decaying wavefunctions. A surface resonance decays weakly in the bulk. 
They are difficult to separate from bulk peaks as they overlap with the bulk 
band structure. 
The M point surface state described above was also studied in the research 
described here. 
It is also an interesting question how alloying affects surface states. For 
disordered alloys only for Cu^ gAL , (100) the M type surface state was 
observed ( Fessa 1981a, 1982a ). The surface state was found to have a width 
of 95 meV, compared to 40 meV for the clean copper surface. This is 
attributed to disorder smearing. Bulk transitions may also be affected by this 
disorder smearing. 
To check whether peaks are due to surface or bulk effects the following 
criteria can be used. 
As the surface states are very sensitive to adsorption, their peak height 
should diminish faster then bulk peak heights upon adsorption. 
Another distinction is that surface states are often stronger at lower photon 
energies. Also surface states observed at different photon energies have 
equal 1c dispersion, in contrast with bulk states. 
Peak positions of surface states observed in normal emission should not 
change as a function of photon energy. 
Also the polarization dependence of peaks may simplify their identification 
e.g. Westphal ( 1980 ). 
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Λ 2.4 Polarization effects 
Polarization effects influence the excitation process through the 
mdtnxelement Mf, in (11) . These are discussed tutonally by Goldmann 
( 1983 ) In the electric dipole approximation one may write, neglecting 
surface effects through ρ Â. 
MÍ, a A x < f -£- ι > + y < f | ^ - l i > + z < t 
Эх o\ (Π) 
If the vector potential Ä of the incident light lies in the plane perpendicular to 
the plane of incidence the light is called s-polanzed light Light polarized 
perpendicular to s-polanzed light is called p-polanzed, in the notation ot 
A, 
figure 1 it has components A and A with tg α = 
У A¿ 
Hermanson ( 1977 ) shows that angular resolved photoemission allows the 
determination of the symmetry of the wavefunctions of the initial and final 
states, as polarization effects lead to a selection of initial and final states 
allowed in the photoemission process. 
Vectorpotential 
A, 
Av 
A, 
initial 
state 
Λ, 
Δ, 
Λ, 
final 
state 
Δ, 
Δ, 
A. 
initial 
state 
even 
odd 
even 
final 
state 
even 
even 
even 
Table 1. Allowed initial and final states for different components of the 
vector potential X 
For emission normal to the surface or in an mirror plane of the crystal 
containing the surface normal the one-electron final state must be invariant 
under crystal symmetry operations that leave the surface component of the 
measured momentum unchanged. The symmetry of the initial state is in this 
case the same as that of the dipole operator causing the optical transition 
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Non-rclativistic dipole selection rules for fee and bec lattices are published by 
Eberhard! and Himpsel ( 1980 ) 
The panties of initial and final states allowed in emission normal to the 
surface and in a mirror plane tor the FCC (100) surface are tabulated in table 
1. 
In the case ol strong spin orbit interaction relativistic dipole selection rules 
have to be used ( Borstel 1982 ) Relativistic selection rules allow certain 
additional transitions which are forbidden by non-relativistic selection rule, 
and whose strength depends on the strength of the spin orbit interaction 
Thus the use of polarized light allows the determination of panties of states 
involved in the photoemission process 
Also for unpolanzed light polarization effects are visible depending on the 
angle of incidence α The contribution of s-polanzed light depends on A, and 
thus does not depend on α The relative intensity of the components A^  and 
A, of which p-polanzed light consists do depend on α So spectra taken at 
different angles of incidence α allow determination of the panties of the state 
involved This should be rememberd when comparing angular resolved 
photoemission spectra from different investigators using unpolanzed light but 
different expenmantal geometries Peak positions should be identical but 
peak intensities may be drastically different. 
Also one should be careful in interpreting spectra, because of the fact that 
the angle of incidence α changes inside the material due to the dielectric 
constant of the material This can be calculated using the Fresnel equations 
For s-polanzed light these calculations lead to a correct result, for p-polanzed 
light large differences are observed ( Smith 1980 ). 
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A 2.5 Experimental determination of band structures 
As in the photoemission process only £ is conserved, one needs generally 
more information to determine the full ^-vector Techniques used in ARUPS 
for determining bandstructures are discussed by Himpsel ( 1980 ), Himpsel 
( 1983 ) and Courths ( 1984b ) 
The wavevector V. can be determined directly only for the case of free 
electron initial and final state ( Mahan 1970 ) Van der Laan ( 1982 ) 
demonstrates this technique for the nearly free s-p-bands of copper 
For layered compounds m first approximation there exists a 2-dimensional 
bandstructure In such a compound within a layer the bonding is strong, but 
between layers only weak bonding comparable to van der Waals bonding 
exists So there k' is a good quantum number Several band structures of 
layer compounds were determined e g IaSe7 and TaS7 ( Smith and 
Traum 1975), TiTe2 ( dc Boer 1983 ) and Cd"^ ( Coehoorn 1985 ) Also the 
preparation of clean surfaces is easier for layered materials 
In all other cases one has to determine Tc For this purpose now several 
techniques exist They will be discussed below Techniques which require the 
use of the continuous tunable synchrotion radiation e g Fermi surface 
transitions ( Rosei 1980 ) are not discussed here 
I Calculated bands 
Here initial state bands and/or final state bands from band structure 
calculations are used 
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1) Free electron final states 
For the energy of the final state above Е
ь
 one assumes 
E, = ^ ( E + 0 ) : - V,, (ν,,χ)) (12) 
¿m 
ν» is now chosen either as the muffin-tin zero used in the bandstructure 
calculation or is adjusted using experimental data for critical points Also the 
mass m can be replaced by a suitable effective mass m" 
When ν,, is known the measured kinetic energy and 1c -value allow a 
calculation of С from 12 From the final state band energy the excitation 
energy Πω is subtracted, both the ¡lvalue and the initial energy are thus 
obtained. 
In this way the initial state band structure is mapped, assuming free electron 
final states. 
This method has often been applied and is very successful for photon energies 
above 20 eV At lower energies the bands are less free electron like and the 
bands deviate appreciably from free electron behaviour Applications of this 
method are given by e g Thiry ( 1979 ) and Knapp (1979) on copper 
(2) Calculated final states 
Here the final states are taken from a band structure calculation and the 
wavevector E is determined in a similar way as described above for the free 
electron final state and thus E,(T<) found 
In the UPS-region this is obviously superior to the assumption of free 
electron final states Also interpolated final states are used, derived from a 
combination of band structure calculations and experimental data at critical 
points 
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(3) Calculated initial states 
Here the initial states are taken from a band structure calculation and the 
final state dispersion is determined As in reality final states are believed to 
be less accurately calculated in bandstructure calculations, this method is 
often preferrable to (2) 
(4) Calculated bandstructure 
The best way to compare calculated bandstructures with experimental data is 
to calculate directly from the band structure the structure plot L, - Eb versus 
ι for a chosen photon energy tiu> Such a structure plot can also be 
constructed from the angular dependent spectra 
Direct comparison is then easy 
The method was used by e g Coehoorn ( 1985 ), Courths ( 1984a ) 
II Direct ^-determination from experimental data 
There exist also several methods, which allow the determination of ki 
without relying on assumptions about the bandstructure Here one determines 
t i from experimental spectra using geometry and symmetry effects The 
energy coincidence method will be described 
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Energ} coincidence method 
The energy coincidence method was tirsi proposed by Kane ( 1964 ) Turtle 
and Calcott ( 1975 ) were the first to apply the method but their resulting K-
vector did not lie on a high svmmetrv line ol the Brillouinzone, making 
comparison with bandstructure calculations diftitult Heimann ( 1979d ) 
located E-vectors on high svmmetrv lines for gold The method has now been 
used in several cases e g Nilsson ( 1979 ), Fessa ( 1982b ) 
[no] 
• [100] 
Figure 5 The Energy Coincidence Method applied to (100) and (110) 
surfaces, explained in text 
In this method one measures angular dependent photoemission spectra on 
two different crystal faces at a certain angle with each other Some 
transitions should be visible on both crystal faces One now tries to locate 
the same transition in the measurements on the two different surfaces Each 
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crystal face defines a Ic value, thus a line in k-space 
The intersection of these two lines corresponding to the two different crystal 
faces gives the wavevector involved in the transition The principle is 
illustrated in figure (5) for a (110) and a (100) surface of an FCC crystal 
A normal emission spectrum is measured on a (110) surface Also angular 
dependent spectra are measured on a (100) surface in an emission plane 
containing the [110] direction At a certain angle θ the energ> positions of 
peaks with respect to Et coincide The value of θ leads to a ¥ -value, which 
together with the normal emission data (¥ = o) gives the wavevector Τ To 
avoid accidental energy coincidences peak widths and peak intensities 
observed on both surfaces should be comparable Also in going through the 
surface the electrons are refracted from the surface normal, ι e emission 
peaks found in normal emission from the (110) surface appear at angles larger 
then 45° on (100) surfaces 
If one uses transitions on high symmetry lines the use of the energy 
coincidence method is simplified as in angular dependent spectra in passing 
the high symmetry Ime extremal initial energies are encountered In this 
way k'-vectors can be determined up to 5% of the Bnllouinzone diameter 
The use of polarized light enables also a correct assignment of the parity of 
the peaks involved, which simplifies the correct indentification of the 
coincidences ( Courths 1984b ) The energy coincidence method can even be 
used in those cases where the initial states are neatly flat Heimann ( 1979d ) 
in this way found for gold deviations of the final state bands of more then 3 
eV and deviations of the initial state bands of 0 3 eV with respect to the 
bandstructure calculations of Christensen ( 1972 ) Chnstensen ( 1981a ) 
argues that the energy coincidence method cannot be applied for gold 
because the initial bands are flat Neddermeyer ( 1981 ) shows that the 
experimental dispersion is larger then predicted by Chnstensen's calculation 
and thus allows use of the method 
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A 3. Experiment 
The equipment for the angular resolved photoemission experiment was home 
built A schematic view of the apparatus is given in figure 6 The equipment 
is also shown on photograph 1 
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Figure 6 Schematic set up of the ARUPS equipment 
As discussed previously the photoemission experiment probes only the first 
few atomic layers This necessitates a careful preparation of clean and 
crystalline surfaces 
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Even when a clean surface is obtained very quickly gases adsorb on the 
surfaces When one assumes that every atom or molecule which hits the 
surface adsorbs, ι e a sticking coefficient of unity is assumed, at a pressure of 
10 6 Torr one monolayer is adsorbed every second For the photoemission 
experiment one needs several hours to obtain the spectra Therefore it is 
clear that one needs ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions Even at a 
pressure of 10 " Гогг the available measuring time vanes from one hour to 24 
hours only depending upon the material under investigation 
First a measuring cycle will be described, followed by a discussion of the 
apparatus and techniques used 
Here two vacuum chambers are used, a main chamber at a pressure in the 
low 10"" Torr region and a preparation chamber at a somewhat higher 
pressure, in the low 10 '" Torr region The addition of a separate preparation 
chamber allows the use of techniques which produce pressures in the 
10 9 - 10"10 Torr region After preparing the surface the samples are quickly 
transferred to the mam chamber which is at a lower pressure In the main 
chamber the photoemission experiment is performed 
The samples can be introduced in the preparation chamber, where they are 
cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing Sputtering is usually 
performed with argon ions After this treatment the surface is clean but 
damaged In order to recrystallize the surface the sample is annealed at a 
temperature of —400 - 500 °C Through this annealing process impurities 
present in the bulk diffuse to the surface These impurities are again 
removed by sputtering etcetera After several of these cycles clean crystalline 
samples are obtained The problem of removing impurities present in 
concentration of ppms in the bulk and which diffuse preferently to the surface 
should not be underestimated The resulting clean, crystalline samples are 
transferred to the main chamber 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) is used to investigate whether the 
surface is truly crystalline It is also used to orient the crystal axes 
The LEED-optics system has a multifunctional use, it can also be used for 
Auger electron spectroscopy The Auger process is used to check the 
chemical composition of the surface under investigation In the Augerprocess 
an incident electron of several keV energy removes a core electron Another 
electron from a higher level decays into the created hole In this process also 
a third electron is emitted, which has a kinetic energy characteristic of the 
atom which is excited The mean free path of these electrons is also a few 
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atomic layers and the Auger process can thus be used to find the chemical 
composition of a surface. Our equipment has a detection limit of 2 atomic % 
of a monolayer for e.g. sulphur. 
When the surface is clean and crystalline the photoemission experiment can 
be performed. 
The sample is transferred to the center of the main chamber. It is guided 
into a ring, mounted in the center of the chamber, which allows accurate 
positioning of the sample with respect to light source and electron analyzer. 
The light of a rare gas resonance lamp (11.8 eV - 40.8 eV) is incident at an 
angle of 25e with the sample surface normal. 
The electrons escaping from the solid enter a hemispherical analyzer, which 
detects at a chosen angle θ the electrons within an escape cone of 2.5° around 
Θ. The hemispherical analyzer acts as a bandpass filter and by scanning a 
retarding potential the kinetic energy distribution of the electrons is obtained. 
The electrons are detected at the output of the analyzer by a channel electron 
multiplier (channeltron). A multichannel analyzer with pulse counting 
electronics samples the pulses from the channeltron. The analyzer can be 
moved in a plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence of the light beam. 
For a complete scan of N(E, ft ω, θ) of a crystal axis of interest, spectra are 
taken every 2° between θ = 0° and θ = 70°. At every angle N(E, ft ω) is 
measured usually with energy increments of 0.02 eV and an integration time 
of 0.9 seconds per channel. This results in a measuring time of 8 minutes per 
angle and of typically 5 hours for a complete angular dependent spectrum. 
To ensure the correctness of the results also spectra are taken at angles θ on 
the other side of the surface normal. This takes an additional 1-2 hours. The 
results at positive and negative angles θ should be identical. 
The experiment is fully automated. A small microcomputer controls the data 
collection. During a measuring cycle the angular settings of the analyzer are 
controlled with a stepper motor by the computer. When a spectrum at a 
certain angle is measured the microcomputer transfers the data in the 
memory of the multichannel analyzer to its own memory, starts a scan at a 
new angle and automatically transmits the data of the previous scan to an 
IBM 4341 computer. On this computer further data reduction is performed, 
resulting data are remitted to a small plotter. 
In the following paragraphs the equipment used in the experiment is 
discussed. 
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Ultra high vacuum 
The main chamber is pumped b\ a combination of a Leybold V15() 1200 l/s 
liquid nitrogen cooled titanium sublimator pump and a Balzers 330 l/s 
turbomolecular pump The turbomolecular pump is backed by a 63 l/s 
diffstack and a two stage Edwards rotary pump 12 mVh I he diffstack 
compensates the low pumping power of the turbomolecular pump for 
hydrogen (Lamont 1979) In this way a base pressure of 3 10 ," Torr is 
reached without cooling and a pressure with liquid nitrogen cooling of the 
titanium sublimator in the low к г " Torr region 
A fresh layer of titanium is deposited on the pump walls every four hours by 
applying a current of 40A for 90 seconds. 
These pressures are measured with a Bayard-Alpert gauge, which has an X-
ray limit of 5 КГ" Torr, and can thus be trusted only up to this pressure 
From massspectra, obtained with a Leybold О 200 quadrupole 
masspectrometer mounted on the main chamber, a pressure in the low 10"" 
Torr region was deduced. I he mass spectra showed only hydrogen, which is 
also partly produced by the filaments in the massspectrometer. 
These pressures were reached after a bake out of 20 hours at 130°C 
For the bake out a specially designed bake out housing was constructed, 
consisting of aluminium walls with rockwool isolation Inside the housing 
several heaters were mounted. The maximum bake out temperature is 150°C, 
as the valve between main chamber and preparation chamber uses vitilan 
(viton) gaskets. 
Between the titanium sublimator and the turbomolecular pump a pendulum 
gate valve with electropneumatic actuator acts as a safety valve. If e.g. a 
power failure occurs the valve is shut, the main chamber remains at a 
pressure of Ю-" Torr and the turbomolecular pump is let to air In the main 
chamber the sample can be tilted, rotated and translated using a Vacuum 
Generators RD2S manipulator with SM2 specimen holder . Translation is 
possible over 70 cm using a specially constructed bellows assembly The 
analyzer can be moved by a Vacuum Generators RD2S rotator coupled to a 
stepper motor. 
The sample preparation room is also pumped by a 330 l/s turbomolecular 
pump in series with a diffstack and a two stage 12 mVh rotary pump. Here 
for economy reasons only a small titanium sublimator originally intended for 
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water cooling is used The pressure reached in the sample preparation room 
is 8 Ю-"1 Torr without cooling and 2 10 10 Torr with liquid nitrogen cooling of 
the titanium subhmator The reason that this pressure is higher than the 
pressure in the main chamber is probably due to the fact that this titanium 
subhmator does not completely shield the turbomolecular pump So the rest 
gas is assumed to be due to the turbomolecular pump 
In the preparation chamber the sample is moveable with a magneticly coupled 
manipulator This manipulator is larger than is required for in the present set 
up This allows in a later stage the addition of a small (20 - 30 cm long) 
cylindrical chamber to the preparation chamber for special purposes An 
evaporating source in such a small chamber is planned On the magneticly 
coupled manipulator the sample holder is held by a bayonet coupling It can 
be transferred into a sledge on the manipulator in the main chamber, where 
the sample is held by a copper spring 
Light source 
As a light source a cold cathode rare gas resonance lamp using a DC glow 
discharge was used These lamps are now commonly used in UPS laboratory 
experiments They produce lines at distinct wavelengths from transitions 
from excited states to the ground states in rare gases The wavelengths 
obtainable depend on the gases used 
The energies available using helium, neon and argon are tabulated in table 2 
Ari 
N e l 
He I 
N e l l 
H e l l 
Energy 
(eV) 
1183 
16 85 
2122 
26 9 
40 8 
Intensity 
(c/s) 
3300 
20000 
30000 
3300 
1100 
Curren 
(mA) 
50 
50 
50 
80 
90 
t Рн 
(Torr) 
4 IO"5 
2 IO"5 
2 10-5 
Pi н 
(Torr) 
2 10-8 
1 5 IO" 8 
1 ю-« 
5 IO"9 
TÍO"9 
Satellites 
(eV) 
11 62, Ar II 13 48 
16 85 
23 09 
27 8, 30 5 
48 4 
Table 2. Energies and typical operating conditions obtainable with the rare 
gas resonance lamp 
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In this way energies between 10 8 and 40 8 eV are obtained The relative 
intensities of the satellite lines with respect to the main line depend on 
parameters such as lamp design and pressures used The lines have a natural 
width of less than 10 meV The intensities of these lines expressed as 
photons per mm2 per second per eV are comparable to or better than those 
obtained using a synchrotron considering the inherently narrow hnewidth of 
the resonance radiation A synchrotron has however the advantage of 
producing a continuum and yields polarized radiation. As at the high 
energies used (21.2 eV = 584Â) no windows are available, the best VUV 
window material LiF has a cut off at 11 9 eV, the radiating gas is in direct 
contact with the measuring chamber The pressure in the discharge chamber 
is ~ 1 Torr To produce a reasonable pressure in the vacuum chamber the 
light is guided through a quartz capillary which is differentially pumped at 
two stages It is possible to use 0 1 μ thick aluminium foils as windows e g. 
Mulder 1979 Using these windows results in a loss of intensity of an order of 
magnitude. They are also very fragile and have a degrading transmission in 
use. Rare gas resonance lamps are reviewed by Samson (1967). Numerous 
designs have been published (Cashion 1971, Poole 1974, Neddermeyer 1976, 
Carlson 1978, Lancaster 1978, Shevchik 1978, Schonhense 1983) 
For the experiments described at first a Leybold UVS 10-35 helium lamp 
(1977) was used. This lamp was on loan from another group Later a newer 
type Leybold helium lamp was purchased (1984). In this way it was possible 
to compare the two lamps. The new lamp was somewhat more stable than 
the old one, but produced similar count rates. The newer one was however 
definitely better at He II. At the He II wavelength the lamp was more stable 
and produced a higher count rate than the older design. For the differential 
pumping of the 0 0.8 mm inner diameter quartz capillary in the first stage a 
12 m3/h two stage rotary pump with a zeolite trap was used. In the second 
high vacuum stage a 100 1/s turbomolecular pump was used, which can also be 
used for differential pumping the ion gun. The final pressure in the main 
chamber lies between 5.10" and 1.10"8 Torr. This pressure is rather high, 
because of the bad pumping capacity of the titanium sublimator pump used 
for helium, neon and argon. This does not interfere with the experiments as 
the sticking coefficients for rare gases at room temperature are very low. 
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From the literature it is known that one has to ensure very clean operating 
conditions to obtain maximal light intensity Therefore all gas inlet tubes 
were from stainless steel using CF-flanges for connections In this way lamp 
and gas tubes can be baked out effectively Also the purity of the gases used 
is very important, especially for He II and Ne II radiation Because of the 
high ionisation potential of these gases any impurity will tend to decrease the 
numbers of ions present Here the following gases from Matheson were 
used Helium 99 9999%, Argon 99 9995% and Neon 99 995r/f Also all 
metal gas regulators were used In comparing photoemission spectra one has 
to be aware of possible Lyman u (1215 7 Á = 10 20 eV) radiation from 
hydrogen, which is often present as impurity 
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Figure 7a Intensity in counts per second for Nel and Nell radiation as a 
function of the pressure in the second differential pumping stage (Рцч) 
obtained for Ag(100) 
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In comparing different lamp designs important criteria are the useful cathode 
area and the route of the gas flow Dead corners in the gas flow tend to 
reduce the light intensity In comparing count rates one should remember 
that the experimental setup obviously influences the count rate. Typical 
operating conditions for the lamp are also given in table 2 In comparing 
pressures it should be noted that the manometers have very different 
sensitivities for the gases used As an example of pressure and current 
behaviour of the lamps, the results for Ne I and Ne II are given in figure 7 
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Figure 7b: Intensity in counts per second for Nel and Nell radiation as a 
function of the current applied at typical operating pressures PHv for Ag(100) 
Photoemission spectra obtained in normal emission from Ag (100) are shown 
in figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Photoemission spectra obtained in normal emission from a Ag(100) 
surface for different photon energies 
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'I he weak satellite lines sometimes show up as illustrated m figure 8 In 
order to separate the various satellite lines from the main lines a simple 
grazing incidence monochromator can be used, the required resolution is 50 
A only (Shevchik 1976, Aeplli 1978 ) As this results in a loss of intensity of 
at least a factor ten, no monochromator was used 
To study polarisation effects these lamps can easily be fitted with a rotating 
polarizer e g Jacobi (1978) 
These designs use the fact that light incident at the Brewster angle on a metal 
after reflection is mainly s-polanzed With a polarizer using reflections from 
three gold plated mirrors in series a degree of polarisation of 90% is 
obtained The resulting light intensity amounts to 1-10% of the incident 
light In the vacuum chamber used provisions are made for such a polarizer. 
For the experiments described here no polariser was used. 
Magnetic field annullment 
The trajectories of electrons escaping from the solid in the photoemission 
process are deviated by ambient magnetic fields e.g the earth magnetic field 
~ 400 mG An electron with kinetic energy
 и
„ (in eV), which travels a 
distance s (in cm), while experiencing a tí-field (in Gauss) perpendicular to its 
direction of propagation is deviated d (in cm) with respect to its propagation 
direction· 
d = o i 5 - ^ - (13) 
If one accepts a maximal deviation of 10% of the entrance aperture of the 
analyzer (Powell 1968), one finds that in the geometry used here the field 
between sample and analyzer should be less than 30 mG if electrons down to 
2 eV kinetic energy are to be detected accurately. 
Similarly one finds that inside the analyzer the field at a pass energy of 4 eV 
should be less than 5 mG. To achieve these low field values all components 
in the vacuum chamber arc made of non magnetic materials or demagnetized 
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After treatments like drilling, milling etc. stainless steel often becomes 
magnetic (martensitic). The stainless steel objects could be demagnetized by 
heating in vacuum (to avoid oxidation) to 850oC and cool down to room 
temperature. The residual field was less than 1 mG. Also the earth magnetic 
field has to be compensated. Two methods are used: placing the region 
which has to be field free in a (Helmholtz) coil configuration (Rudd 1972) or 
using mumetall shielding (Wadey 1956). 
A vacuum chamber of mumetall has to be quite large, to avoid residual 
magnetic fields due to the many ports on the vacuum chamber. Mumetall 
shielding reduces external magnetic fields 100 - 1000 x. 
As a cubic coil system with sides of 2.75 m, consisting of 3 pairs of coils of 25 
turns of copper wire was available, (Wijers 1982) this coil system was used 
first. The field in the measuring chamber (20 χ 20 χ 20 cm') was less then 40 
mG after adjustment of the currents through the coils. All fields were 
measured using a Hewlett Packard 3529 A magnetometer probe on a HP 428 
В magnetometer. The apparatus easily measures differences of 0.1 mG. The 
zero of the field is found by measuring the field in two probe directions 180° 
apart. As 40 mG is obviously not low enough also mumetall shielding was 
used. 
The electron analyzer was encased in a 1 mm thick mumetall layer which 
reduces the field 100 x. The field inside the analyzer is now estimated to be 
~ 1 mG. After adjusting the currents through the coils, while measuring the 
field with the magnetometer, the field between sample and analyzer entrance 
aperture (24 mm) was better than 4 mG for all analyzer positions. In this 
way reliable results were obtained. 
A test of the absence of magnetic fields is to check wether angular dependent 
spectra taken at +0 and -Θ with respect to the sample normal are identical. 
For symmetry arguments this should be the case, That this condition is 
satisfied is seen in the structure plots Е—Ер as a function of Тц in section A4. 
In practice during measurements the magnetic field just outside the main 
UHV chamber is monitored on a recorder by the HP 428 В magnetometer. 
At first field variations up to 100 mG were found. They could be attributed 
to a 7 Τ superconducting magnet located in the room above the 
photoemission room. This magnet was later moved to another room. Also 
magnets operating in the Nijmegen High Magnetic Field Laboratory produce 
strong fields up to 25 mG. The measurements described were performed 
when these magnets were not operating. 
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Electron analyser 
For the detection ol the escape angle and the kinetic energy of the escaping 
electrons various techniques are used The most recent ones use multi angle 
detection 
Eastman (1980) uses a display spectrometer consisting of an ellipsoidal 
mirror, a retarding grid analyser and a microchannel plate in series with a 
phosfor screen The image on the phosforscreen is monitored with a TV 
camera Also modified cylindrical mirror analysers using cither adjustable 
apertures ( Knapp 1982 ) or microchannel plates ( Bosch 1982 ) are used 
However these techniques are still expensive As also the best resolution is 
still obtained by analysers using electrostatic prisms , electrostatic analysers 
are most often used Their transmission at a certain angular resolution is 
comparable to or better then the multiangle systems described Electrostatic 
analysers are reviewed by Sevier (1972) and Roy and Carette (1977) Several 
types have been used for angular resolved photoemission 
They include plane mirror analysers ( Smith 1977, Stoffel 1982 ) cylindrical 
analysers ( Hansson 1978 ) and hemispherical analysers ( Neddermeyer 1976, 
Lindau 1971, Polaschegg 1974, AUyn 1978, Fraser 1973 ) The hemispherical 
(180°) analyser (Purcell 1938), with its inherent second order focusing, has a 
better resolution and a higher transmission compared to other electrostatic 
analysers of similar dimensions It is therefore most often used in angular 
resolved photoemission Also 18()0-analysers are now coming into use for 
multi angle detection using channel plates ( Hansson 1981 ) The 
combination of point-to-point focussing, which makes axial input optics 
attractive, and the flat focal plane, which enables the use of flat channel 
plates, makes the 180o-analyser very useful for multi angle detection ( Smith 
1982 ). 
Considering these points, tor the work described a hemispherical analyser was 
designed The analyser should be kept small, in order to enable easy 
movement under ultra high vacuum conditions 
As the width of structures in UPS spectra of solids is usually at least a few 
tenth of an eV due to life time broadening, a resolution of 0 1 eV is 
sufficient This resolution also enables the study of surface states which have 
widths of —40 meV 
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An angular resolution of 2°-3° is also a good compromis lor the study of ÏÏ-
dispersions 
A conventional hemispherical analyser with a short mean radius was therefore 
chosen The analyser is illustrated in figure 9 
ΥρεΓ 0.5 
Figure 9 . Schematic view of the hemispherical analyzer 
The pass energy E of a hemispherical analyser is e g Roy and Carette 
( 1977 ) 
Ер·,« = еД -
R2_ 
Ri R2 
(14) 
Неге Д indicates the potential difference between the two hemispheres and 
R, and R2 their radu. With R, = 26 30 mm and R, = 33 88 mm this gives 
£ „ _ = 1 95 e Δ V pass 
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The energy resolution Λ E is 
Here S is the entrance and exit aperture width, which arc chosen identical 
and α the semi angular aperture in the deflection plane 
The kinetic energy of electrons transmitted at a certain retarding voltage V,L1 
by the analyser is given by 
Ek.n = Epj„ - VrL, + ΦΑη (16) 
Here Φ
Α η
 denotes the analyser workfunction. From photoemission 
measurements it was found to be 0 67 eV 
Electrons which escape from the solid enter a field free region, enter the 
entrance aperture and arc retarded by a scanned retarding potential V and 
enter a hemispherical 150° sector, which acts as a bandpass filter with 
constant pass energy After leaving the exit aperture the electrons are 
accelerated to 200 V and detected by a channeltron 
A Galileo CEM4028 channeltron was used These channel electron 
multipliers have a gam of 108 and emit pulses of 20 nanoseconds width They 
have a dark current of less then 0 5 count per second The high voltage on 
the channeltron was adjusted to operate in the saturation region of the gain 
(2600 V) After one year of use and many bake out cycles a gain degradation 
was observed which necessitated a voltage increase to 2700V The count rates 
used were at highest 50 000 c/s The channeltron has an optimum gam for 
electrons with Ε. ~ 200 eV. 
In the practical design the following considerations were used. 
At the ends of the sectors fringing fields arise The positions of the apertures 
( Herzog-pldtes, Herzog 1940 ) at the end ot the sectors were chosen, in 
accordance with the design criteria given by Wollmk (1967) to minimise the 
effect of fringing fields 
The distance between the hemispheres was chosen to give an acceptance 
angle much larger then the actual entrance angle used, in order to minimise 
unwanted reflections 
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The use of apertures of 0 2 mm gives a resolution ^=- = 0 03 according to 15. 
The analyser was surrounded by a 1 mm thick mumetall shield which reduces 
the magnetic field 100 times. To test the analyser performance photoemission 
on Argon was studied using Hel radiation. 
For this purpose the Argon "Pyy and Ρ , ρ doublet is very suitable. They 
have binding energies of 15.760 eV and 15.937 eV respectively ( Winnick 
1980 ). These lines have an inherent width of 10 meV. 
A typical result obtained at a pass energy of 5eV is shown in figure 10. 
1Q0D 
M.O 
Figure 10: Photoemission spectrum of Argon using Hel radiation 
For this measurement a pressure of 7.10" Torr Argon was maintained in the 
vacuum vessel. This experiment was performed for several pass energies. In 
figure 11 the resolution as a function of pass energy is given. 
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Figure 11: Analyser resolution (FWHM) as a function of pass energy EpMS 
The line shape due to the analyser resolution function could be approximated 
by a Gaussian. The spectra were measured immediately after Argon inlet, as 
after 5-10 minutes line shifting and line broadening due to charging effects 
would take place. In the photoemission experiments the pressures are much 
lower, and this shifting and broadening was not observed. 
Below Epass = 3eV no useful spectra were obtained, probably due to charging 
effects. 
The transmission of the analyser was also in accordance with the expected Ekin2 
behaviour . 
The angular resolution, determined from the angular resolved photoemission 
spectra on Ag (100) was 2°.5. 
In assembling the analyser the adjustment of the hemispheres with respect to 
each other and the accuracy of the spheres itself are important. Especially 
the mutual separation is important, and in our case should be accurate to 
~10μ ( Wollnik 1967 ). To ensure this accuracy the spherical sectors and the 
housing for them were constructed from zerodur. Zerodur is a glass ceramic 
having almost zero thermal expansion and can be machined by optical 
grinding and polishing techniques with accuracies of thousands of Angstroms. 
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It is also entirely non magnetic and bakeable to high temperatures It has 
been used previously with succes for a hemispherical sector analyser with high 
resolving power ( Neddcrmeyer 1976 ) 
On top of the zerodur hemispheres a coating of 1000Â chromium was 
evaporated to ensure good attachment of a thicker top layer of gold 
All apertures were constructed from molybdenum, because of its stable 
workfunction 
Detection and automation 
A Rockwell Aim 65 microcomputer controls the measurements It controls a 
Canberra series 30 multi channel analyser, which was modified to enable 
control of various settings by the microcomputer Pulses from the output of 
the channcltron are counted by the multichannel analyser, after amplification 
by a preamplifier The multichannel anaKser controls the retarding voltage on 
the electron analyser, it can be continuously adjusted between -50V and 
+50V. Usually 509 channels are used, a scan time of 0 9 seconds per channel 
and voltage spacings of 0 01 or 0 02 eV. 
The Rockwell Aim 65 also controls the analyser settings through a stepper 
motor 
The measuring program was written in assembly ,stored in 8k ROM, 
communication with the IBM computer is possible with a 1200 baud line and 
an RS232 interface 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) enables a study of the ordering of 
the first atomic layers of the surface of a single crystal 
In a LEED measurement one uses an electron beam with 50 - ЗООе kintetic 
energy. In the elastic scattering process at the crystal surface the latter 
behaves like a grating 
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The inelastically scattered electrons lead to a weak, more or less uniform 
background but the elastically scattered electrons are preferentially scattered 
in certain angles. This allows the determination of the surface lattice parame-
ters e.g. reconstructions can be observed. It can also be used to orient the 
crystal axes. LEED probes mainly the first three atomic layers, as a rule of 
thumb 50% of the LEED signal originates in the first atomic layer, 30% in 
the second atomic layer and 10% in the third layer. The possibilities of 
LEED are reviewed by e.g. Jona ( 1982 ). In the main vacuum chamber a 
Riber 4 grid LEED optics, shown in figure 12, was used with a CEL305 elec-
tron gun. The electron beam is incident normal to the sample surface. Both 
the elastically scattered and the inelastically scattered electrons pass through 
hemispherical grids centered at the sample surface. By applying a retarding 
voltage to the grids the inelastically scattered electrons are repelled. 
After passing the grids the elastically scattered electrons are accelerated and 
impinge on a phosforscreen. The pattern of spots allows determination of the 
surface lattice parameter a in A using: 
f - = 0 . 5 l V Ë ^ f (Π) 
The kinetic energy of the electrons is expressed in eV, χ denotes the distance 
of the spots from the center of the grid system and R is the radius of curva­
ture of the LEED grids. 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
The Auger process first observed by Pierre Auger in 1925 is now widely used 
for various applications. 
In the Auger process an incident beam ( electrons, photon or ions) ejects an 
electron from a core level. Subsequently an electron from a higher level 
decays into the core hole and a third electron, the Auger electron, escapes 
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from the solid with a kinetic energy equal to the energy difference between 
the ionized and double ionized state 
Also photons may be emitted but when the energy difference is less than 
2000eV the probability for emitting electrons is near unity The Auger 
electrons thus have a kinetic energy which characterizes the excited atom 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) forms as a research subject in its own 
right to study the physics of the Auger process 
Surveys of this work are given by Weissman and Muller (1981) and Fuggle 
(1981) 
The technique of Auger electron spectroscopy is widely used as an analysis 
technique for determining the chemical composition of the uppermost layers 
of materials As such it is often incorporated in surface science experiments 
for checking sample cleanliness 
In combination with sputtering it is used in material science to obtain depth 
profile analysis Scanning the electron beam allows determination of this 
depth profile for the entire sample surface These applications are reviewed 
by McGuire and Holloway (1981) Highly automated scanning Auger 
facilities with combined depth and surface profile analysis are now available 
The surface sensitvity of the Auger process stems from the small inelastic 
mean free path for electrons in solids (figure 2) 
As the Auger process is a short range order process , it is not important 
whether materials are amorphous or (poly)crystalline 
All elements have observable Auger peaks below lOOOeV Only hydrogen and 
helium canot be detected with AES since the Auger process involves three 
electrons per atom 
As the Auger intensities are low AES was developed as a routine only in the 
late sixties Harris (1967) showed that the sensitivity is greatly enhanced 
when measuring the derivatives of the energy distribution ( d l ^ E ) ) , which 
enabled reasonable Auger electron detection Weber and Репа (1967) 
subsequently showed that a three grid LEED optics could be used as a 
retarding field analyser for AES Palmberg (1968a,b) demonstrated that 
sensitivity and resolution in AES could be enhanced using a high current 
grazing incidence gun and four grid LEED optics Taylor (1969) discussed the 
resolution and sensitivity considerations for analysers based on LEED optics 
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Nowadays, besides the retarding field analyser (RFA) using LEED optics, 
also cylindrical mirror analysers (CMA) and other electrostatic analysers (180° 
analyser etc) are used 
A comparison between the different types of analysers is strongly in favour 
of the CMA Its signal to noise ratio can be 1000 times better than that 
obtained in a retarding field analyser and enables detection of 0 02-0.2 atomic 
9c of foreign atoms on a surface This is due to the fact that a CMA acts as 
a bandpass filter and the RFA as a high pass filter Therefore the collected 
current in a RFA is an order of magnitude larger, which results in 
considerably more shot noise. 
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Figure 12: Detection circuit for AES 
The other electrostatic sector type analysers have in principle a better signal 
to noise ratio then the RFA but also their collecting angle, a few degrees , is 
small compared to 120° for a RFA Taylor (1969) shows that for wide Auger 
peaks at low voltages a RFA performs better than a 127° analyser, assuming 
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that resolution is not the criterium. 
For high resolution work the CMA is most often used, CMA's are expensive 
however . For low energy resolution spectra, where one is interested in the 
determination of the chemical composition of a surface only a RFA can be 
used to advantage. Retarding field analysers are especially attractive because 
they can also be used for LEED. LEED is necessary to determine the crystal 
structure of a surface under investigation. 
Because of the above given considerations in this work described the RFA 
analyser was used. A Riber 4-grid LEED system was used with a Riber 
CER-306 electron gun. The detection equipment was home built. The set up 
is shown in figure 12. 
A beam of electrons from the electron gun hits the sample at grazing 
incidence (7° with respect to the sample surface). This angle can be varied by 
tilting the sample. The electron gun incorporates a focussing lens and 
deflection plates. It produces a typical beam current of 30 μΑ at an 
emission current of ΙΟΟΟμΑ. The spot diameter is 1mm.As the Auger signal 
depends linearly on the beam current , it is advantageously to use a beam 
current as high as possible. At beam currents above 50μΑ the gun becomes 
instable, probably due to heating. 
The use of a grazing incidence gun enhances the surface sensitivity due to the 
limited mean free path of the electrons. Compared to excitation with 
electrons at normal incidence the surface sensitivity is enhanced with 1 /sin Θ, 
where θ is the angle of the beam with the surface. At angles θ near 90° 
surface roughness may influence the results. 
The resulting electrons, consisting of inelastically scattered electrons, the 
elastically reflected electron beam and the Auger electrons enter the analyser. 
A scanned retarding voltage determines which electrons reach the collector 
which is maintained at a voltage of +200V. On top of the retarding voltage a 
smaller AC-voltage, typically 4 Vt-t and f = 1600Hz, is superinposed. This 
allows second harmonic detection. 
Immediately after the collector a differential FET preamplifier is mounted, 
which has a gain of lOOx in a band between 1 and 3.5 kHz. The output of 
this amplifier is fed to a PAR HR-8 lock in, where detection at the second 
harmonic takes place. 
The results are displayed on an x-y recorder. 
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The resolution — ^ Ш
 w a s
 found to be 0 14% from measurements of the 
elastically scattered beam at 2()()()eV As there is a stray capacitive coupling 
between the retarding grids and the collector of 15pF there is a breakthrough 
of the modulation voltage into the signal channel Here the linearity of the 
lock in proved to be sufficient, compensating the output signal for this 
parasitic modulation voltage with a phase shifter did not enhance the results 
The output signal is dependent on the top-top values of the modulation 
voltage Taylor (1969) shows that for modulation voltages less then the width 
of the Auger peaks the distortion of the peaks through the modulation 
voltage may be neglected The amplitude of the second harmonic signal is 
then, 
д,= ( ^ A (18) 
4 dV : V ' 
where V, , is the top-top value of the modulation voltage A value of 4V, , is 
a reasonable compromis 
When the distortion of the peaks can be neglected, the differences between 
minimum and maximum of the derivative signal can be used to determine the 
concentrations Otherwise the integral under the peaks has to be taken as a 
measure 
The identification of Auger peaks is much simplified, as accurate handbooks 
with Auger spectra exist now ( Palmberg 1976,McGuire 1979 ) 
From these handbooks also the relative sensitivities S for the Auger 
transitions from different elements can be determined 
For an element χ present with auger-intensity 1^  in combination with α other 
elements, the concentration is given by: 
-Ί6&ττ ( 1 9 ) 
Here d
x
 , d
a
 incorporates equipment parameters such as lock in settings etc. 
A typical spectrum of a contaminated Ag(100) surface is shown in figure 13. 
It was taken at a scan time of 0 2V/s. This spectrum shows the presence of 
15 atomic % sulphur and 30 atomic % carbon. Direct detection of carbon on 
silver is quantitatively diffcult as the silver and carbon peak at 266 eV 
overlap. The sample is assumed to be free of carbon when the ratio of the 
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Ag peaks at 266 eV and 304 eV is equal to 0 5 (Kelemen 1980) The 
experiment allows the detection of 1 2 atomic percent of sulphur, on silver 
surfaces 3-4% of carbon could be detected Another complication is the 
possibility of weak vibrations Such vibrations can be introduced by the 
turbomoleculdr pumps for example The influence of these vibration on the 
grids (microphonics) was measured using a wave analyser 
E І ) 273 351 356 
Figure 13 The Auger spectrum of a Ag(100) surface with 15 atomic % 
sulphur and 30 atomic % carbon contamination 
After careful damping of forepump vibrations only peaks at 716 Hz and 1000 
Hz, which are the frequencies of the turbomolecular pumps, were observed 
Outside these frequency domains no influence on the noise spectrum was 
observed 
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Sample preparation 
In the sample preparation chamber several facilities are available to clean the 
sample Also changes in the workfunction upon cleaning can be measured 
For sputtering a Riber CI-30 ion gun was used It has an energy range of 500 
eV - 3000 eV A scanning facility enables the sputtering of an area of 8 χ 8 
mm
2
 with a spot size adjustable between 100 μ and 3 mm diameter 
Sputtering was usually performed with 600 eV argon ions at normal 
incidence Sputtering at normal incidence is preferable as it avoids 
preferential channeling. At a typical target current of 0 25 μΑ/tnr, 1 
monolayer per minute is removed m the case of silver 
A small oven is used for heating the sample The oven consists of 
thermocoax wire wound around a stainless steel cylinder, inside this cylinder 
is placed a copper bushing. The oven can be translated to enclose the sample 
until a copper ring on the sample holder blocks further movement. A good 
thermal contact is obtained in this way and sample temperatures up to 6()0oC 
can be reached. The temperature is measured with a Pt-PtRh thermocouple. 
For suitable materials a cleavage system can be mounted in the preparation 
chamber. It consists of a liquid nitrogen cooled copper anvil on which the 
sample rests The cleavage is performed with a moveable stainless steel 
cutting blade It was not used for the experiments described here 
To measure changes in the workfunction upon cleaning a Kelvin probe was 
incorporated in the equipment It uses the fact that the potential difference 
between two metal plates of different composition is given by the 
workfunction difference of the two materials. A condenser is formed by the 
sample surface and a molybdenum plate The latter oscillates by applying a 
varying voltage to a piezoelectric plate mounted on the molybdenum plate. 
The Kelvin probe used was designed by Besocke and Berger (1976) and has 
become available commercially from them It has a high accuracy, work 
function changes of less than 1 mV are easily observable For example at a 
pressure of 1.5 IO-8 Torr work function shifts of 3 mV per minute were 
observed on a clean Ag (100) surface during the first fifteen minutes after the 
sputtering was ended The Kelvin probe can be used to monitor whether e g 
impurities diffuse to the surface, which produce shifts in work function 
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A 4 Results on Ag (100) and Ag085Au01, (100) 
Measurements were performed on Ag and Ago ^ Au,, „ single crystalline (100) 
surfaces The crystals were grown using a Bridgeman-Czochralski method 
The starting materials were Johnson Matthey 99 9999?- pure silver and 
Comineo 99 999% pure gold The crystals obtained m this way were spark 
cut to a rhombohedron of 6 χ 6 χ 2 mm '1 he sides of the squares were 
oriented along the TKWX direction Subsequently the samples were 
mechanically polished using increasingly smaller diamond powders ending 
with powder of 2 5μ particle size After this treatment the samples were 
lightly electropohshed using the solution described below or chemically etched 
with a 1.1 solution of NHjOH and ІЬСЬ The crystals were annealed for 24 
hours in a hydrogen atmosphere and subsequently in vacuum for 24 hours at 
a temperature of 825°C in order to remove sulphur impurities After the 
treatment the samples were slowly cooled (3-4cC/minute) The Ag„
s
,Au„,, 
crystal received an additional annealing treatment cycle at 850°C for a week 
m a hydrogen atmosphere to remove possible remaining sulphur impurities. 
In order to remove the distorted surface layers the samples were finally 
electropohshed at a voltage of 2 5-3 0 Volt for 2 minutes using a solution of 
35g AgCN, 37g KCN and 38g K2CO, in 1 liter IbO (Tegart 1959) The 
clectropohshing time of 10 minutes as recommended by Tegart (1959) 
produced wavy surfaces For the Ag,l8,Aun и crystal the voltage had to be 
reduced to 1 5 Volt in order to keep a smooth surface 
Laue photographs showed the samples to be single crystals with the correct 
orientation The samples were further cleaned in the preparation chamber of 
the ultra high vacuum system by repeated cycles of heating up to 450oC and 
sputtering with 600 eV argon ions 
Auger measurements of the silver sample showed at first sulphur and carbon 
contamination, after several cleaning cycles only 2-4 atomic % sulphur 
remained Removal of this sulphur contamination proved to be impossible. 
Since the diffusion speeds are very low even at high temperatures, complete 
removal of impurities, which diffuse preferently to the surface is, prohibitively 
time-consuming For a thinner sample the impurities are removed more 
easily, however, thinner samples are more difficult to polish 
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Bulk analysis of a silver crystal from the same melt and of the silver starting 
materia] contained both less then 10 ppm sulphur, which was the detection 
limit. The starting material contained less then 5 ppm carbon, but the finished 
crystals contained 16 ppm carbon. This increase in carbon impurity 
concentration is induced by the graphite crucible used in the crystal growth 
process. The carbon could easily be removed, and no carbon was finally 
observed in the Auger spectra. 
The AgiiS5AuiU5 sample showed no detectable sulphur or carbon 
contamination. 
The remaining sulphur contamination on the Ag samples is not considered 
serious, only surface states may be damped due to the presence of sulphur. 
LEED measurements showed clean ordered crystal surfaces with the correct 
crystal orientation. No surface reconstructions were observed. 
Unfortunately the gold concentrations at the surface of the Ag(ls5Au(U5 crystal 
could not be determined directly by AES. The low sensitivity for gold 
combined with the low gold concentration in the sample made the Auger 
signals from gold fall below the detection limit of our equipment. Low 
energy ion scattering, which is currently performed on the samples will 
determine the exact Au concentration at the surface. 
From the literature on Ag-Au alloys the silver and gold concentrations in the 
first atomic layers were deduced to be 90% and 10% respectively. In the 
sputtering and annealing cycle two different effects are observed. Sputtering 
results in a gold enrichment at the surface but annealing results through 
segregation in a silver enrichment. 
Nelson ( 1976 ) shows that after annealing at a temperature between 300°-
600°C an equilibrium surface concentration is found, enriched by silver. 
Extrapolating the data given by Nelson ( 1976 ) indicates that for a Ag0,s;;Aun,, 
crystal after this treatment the top atomic layer consists of 10 atomic % gold 
and 90 atomic % silver. A similar effect was observed for AuCu alloys 
( Sparnaay 1983 ). 
Yabumoto ( 1978 ) found a gold enrichment in the toplayers after sputtering. 
His AES data indicate a thermodynamical equilibrium with a silver 
enrichment after annealing for at least one hour at 550oC. For a AgoKsAu,,и 
sample this would result in a concentration of 12 atomic % gold in the top 3-4 
atomic layers, which are investigated in the photoemission experiment. The 
top atomic layer may however be more silver enriched as is indicated by Low 
Energy Ion Scattering data ( Nelson 1976, Kelley 1979 ) (which only measure 
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the top atomic layer ) 
Considering the above mentioned results a temperature of 400°C and an 
annealing time of 1 5 hour was used This is sufficient to reach a 
thermodynamical equilibrium, with a surface composition of 90% silver and 
10% gold 
The workfunctions Φ of the samples were determined by measuring the full 
width of the Hel photoemission spectrum, which equals ίΐω-Φ 
To obtain reliable results a voltage of -10V was applied to the sample and the 
photoemitted electrons were accelerated in the direction of the grounded 
analyser The workfunction of the Agi,
s
,Au,i „ sample was determined to be 
4 55± 0 05 eV 
From this value the workfunction of the silver crystals was calculated 
assuming the analyser workfunction to have been constant over the entire 
measuring period, which was checked by comparing spectra measured several 
months apart The workfunction of the silver crystal was 4 52±0 05eV This is 
in agreement with measured workfunction differences between various Ag, 
x
Au
x
 samples by Fain ( 1974 ) 
The value found for the silver workfunction is also in agreement with the 
value reported by Neddermeyer ( 1985 ) of 4 41 ±0 02eV 
The small difference is probably due to the remaining sulphur impurities 
These values deviate strongly from the value of 4 22 eV reported by 
Chelvayohan ( 1982 ) 
As the value reported by Neddermeyer was obtained for a clean surface on 
which also the M point surface state was observed, the data of Chelvayohan 
must be wrong 
A 4.1 Photoemission on Ag (100) 
The spectra are compared with the previously described band structure 
calculation For the interpretation the methods described in A 3 were used 
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A 4.1.1 Emission normal to the (100) surface 
Spectra for emission normal to the (100) surface were obtained at photon 
energies of 11.83 eV, 16.85 eV, 21.22 eV, 26.9 eV and 40.8 eV. These 
spectra arc shown in figure 14. In the Nell and Ari spectra also satellite lines 
are observed; they are indicated in figure 14. 
The spectra are in good agreement with spectra reported by Roloff ( 1977 ), 
Reckinger ( 1981 ) and Courths ( 1981 ). 
The spectra reported by Spears ( 1980 ) for epitaxially grown films of Ag(100) 
deviate strongly from our data, this is obviously due to their sample quality, 
which does not represent the bulk Ag(100) surface. 
Spectra reported by Weeks ( 1978 ) look similar but show deviations of 
- β -7 - 6 -S - < - 3 - 2 -1 0 
ε , - E r leV) 
Figure 14: Photoemission spectra obtained in normal emission from a Ag(100) 
surface for different photon energies. 
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~0 5eV in peak positions This is probably due to the bad energy resolution 
(~0 3eV) of their multi angle detection svstem 
For emission normal to the (100) surface к = 0, thus the data represent 
transitions along the ГХ direction 
The transitions marked with arrows in the Hel spectrum in figure 14 are 
attributed to ODDOS transitions They are indicated by crosses in the band 
structure along the ГХ direction, figure 15 All other transitions are due to 
direct bulk transitions No surface states were observed The distinction 
between ODDOS transitions and direct transitions was possible by observing 
the dispersion of the peaks in the structure plot E, - L¡ versus E in figure 18 
The peaks identified as ODDOS transitions show almost no dispersion The 
identifications are in agreement with those of Courths ( 1981 ), but disagree 
partly with those of Reckinger ( 1981 ) I he peak L is not only due to a 
direct transition from the sp-band as supposed bv Reckinger From the 
structure plot Ε,-Ef. versus к , figure 18 , as discussed in the following section 
it is seen that peak L consists of two contributions a ODDOS contribution 
and a contribution from the delocalized s ρ band I his demonstrates that for 
a correct identification of peaks in normal emission spectra also angular 
resolved spectra are needed 
The ODDOS peaks allow the experimental determination of the splitting 
between the bands at the I and X point 
The values for the positions of bands at the Γ and X points in cV with 
respect to Е
ь
 found from the bandstructure calculations by Chnslensen 
( 1972 ) and this work and from the photoemission spectra of Courths 
( 1981 ) and this work are summarized in table 3 
| Chnstensen | Courths | This work | This work 
| Theory | Experiment | Theory | Experiment 
5 00 | -5 03 
•5 64 | -4 71 
6 16 | -6 16 
4 12 1-4 05 
Table 3 Experimental and theoretical E, - EF(eV) for several symmetry 
points 
Г 8 I "4 7 5 
Г 7
+
 | -5 46 
Г 8
+
 | -5 90 
X , + I -4 02 
] -4 99 | 
| -5 77 | 
I -6 oo | 
I -4 17 I 
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The direct transitions drawn in figure 15 show that most peaks are due to 
transitions from the upper d-bands to one final state The peaks d, d', d" and 
clearly indicate transitions from the same initial band to the same final band. 
A similar observation is made for the peaks с, c' and e". 
Peak a and a' originate in the lowest d-band. 
The Nell spectra are explained by transitions to band 13, they are not drawn 
in figure 15. For this band lying ~20 eV above bF the experimental data 
deviated —1-8 eV from the calculated band energies. 
The spectra obtained at the Hell line of 40.8eV are due to transitions from 
the d-bands to free electron final states, in agreement with Reckinger ( 1981 ) 
and Courths ( 1981 ). The Hell transitions are not drawn in figure 15. 
Also a comparison with the bandstructure calculation was made by plotting 
the direct transitions observed in emission normal to the surface in the 
bandstructure along the ΓΧ direction. In this way it was seen that all 
15 
10 
0) 
¿TS 
I 
LJ 
0 
-5 
8+ 
6V ' " 
Г X 
Figure 15: Band structure of silver along ГХ with optical transitions marked 
by arrows. Dashed curve indicates final state band as calculated by 
Christensen and Eckardt. 
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transitions except e, с and с" could be attributed directly to emission to the 
same final band with Δ, symmetry The initial states found have Δ,ΟΓΔ, 
symmetry This is in agreement with the selection rules described in section A 
2 4, which only allow initial states with Δ,ΟΓΔ, symmetry and final states with 
Δ, symmetry for emission normal to the (100) surface 
From the angular dependent spectra, discussed in section A 4 1 2, it was 
deduced that the peaks e. e' and c" originate from the upper d band, which is 
calculated 0.15-0 20 eV too low. After applying this correction also the peaks 
e, e' and e" were seen to be transition the same final state band as the other 
transitions. In figure 15 the transitions corresponding to the peaks e, e' and 
e" are drawn with this correction included 
From figure 15 it is clear that there is good agreement with the band structure 
calculation along the ΓΧ direction 
For the initial states only small deviations of —O.leV were observed. The 
final state band is in good agreement with the experimental data This final 
band lies higher then calculated by Chnslensen ( 1972 ) and Eckardt ( 1984 ) 
At the X-point this final state band lies 1 1 eV above their calculated value . 
Figure 16: The Brillouin zone of the FCC crystal The ГКЛ Х direction was 
measured. 
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A 4.1.2 Angular resolved spectra 
Photoemission spectra were measured using He I and Ne I radiation. 
Measurements were made 2° apart in the f'KWX plane, at positive and 
negative angles Θ. The Brillouin zone of the FCC crystal is shown in figure 
16. 
The angular resolved spectra are plotted in figure 17 and figure 18. For 
reasons of clarity spectra are shown 4° apart. From these spectra structure 
plots E, - Ep versus ü; were constructed. E, - EF is directly measured in the 
spectra and T< is calculated using 6. 
These results are shown in figure 19 and figure 20. 
The heavy dots in these figures indicate peaks observed at positive angles Θ. 
The smaller dots indicate these peaks observed at negative angles 0. These 
data are in good agreement with eachother, which demonstrates the absence 
of magnetic fields and the correct orientation of the crystals. 
In these plots ODDOS peaks are easily identified as they show no dispersion 
as a function of ~K . 
In the He I structure plot also two curves are observed which have an equal 
dispersion as the d and e peaks. These curves are due to the He I sattelite 
line at 23.09 eV which is much weaker then the 21.22 eV line. 
For a comparison of these data with the band structure the following method 
was used. From the emission normal to the surface it was deduced that only 
one final band was involved in the optical transitions, at least along the rX 
direction. As a first appromation this final state band was assumed to be the 
only final state band involved. 
Bandstructure plots at different t values were plotted, forlc values separated 
0.05.(—), where a is the lattice constant. 
a 
From these plots those initial states which could be excited with photon 
energies of 21.22 eV and 16.85 eV to this specific final state band were 
determined. 
Plots for different ¿„-values are given in figure 21 with several transitions 
indicated. 
In this way a theoretical E, - Er versus Tc plot was constructed. These curves 
are indicated in figure 19 and 20 by the drawn lines. It is clearly seen from 
this figure that the assumption that all direct transitions are transitions to the 
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Figure 17: Angular resolved spectra of Ag(100) using He I rjdiation Figure 18 Angular resolved spectra of Ag(lOO) using Ne I railiauon 
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Figure 19: Structure plot E| - E, versus ϊ , for emission from Ag(tOO) using figure 20 Structure plot E, - E, versus к, юг emission from Ag(lOO) using Ne 
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Figure 21 Band structure plots for different Tc« values along the ГХ direction, 
optical transitions marked with arrows 
same final band is correct There is good agreement between the 
experimental and theoretical structure plots 
Only the dispersion curve for peak e is calculated 0 15 - 0 20 eV lower then 
experimentally found both for He I and Ne I 
At initial energies h, - Eb of -2 to -4 eV there exist structure (A) which 
cannot be explained by the band structure They are only observed at angles 
near 60°, where the intensity ol the d band transitions has dropped 
considerably These structures were also not observed by Reckmger 
( 1981 ) A possible explanation for these structures is that they are due to 
photoemission from the edge of the copper sample holder The peaks are 
then attributed to electrons which are excited by the weak UV light reflected 
from the silver sample The main photoemission peaks of copper lie between 
-2 and -4 eV 
Also the £ where the final state band becomes inaccessible from available 
initial states for Hel radiation is clearly seen in the spectrum This is observed 
at θ = 40° and a clear discontinuous change in the intensity of peak e is 
observed (figure 17) The two symmetric curves in the structure plot with 
maxima of 4 37 eV and 3 80 eV at t = 1 49À-1 are attributed to transitions 
symmetric with respect to the S line in the reduced zone scheme 
At the maximum of these peaks one observes emission on the S-line These 
spectra can then be used for a direct determination of wavevectors involved 
using the Energy Coincidence Method and spectra obtained in normal 
emission from the (110) surface For this purpose the spectra of Roloff 
( 1977 ) were used The spectrum of Ag(110) looks similar to the one 
obtained at the above mentioned maxima, with peak positions of 4 38 eV and 
3 83eV 
Using the ECM method results in |T?| = 2 10 ± 0 03À ' at E, = 4 37±0 05 
eV and |"Ic = 2 12 ± 0 03Â'1 at E, = -3 80±0 05eV 
In the reduced zone scheme this indicates transitions along the KU direction, 
which was not calculated in the band structure used Weeks ( 1978 ) also 
observes the optical transition to go to one single final state with G = 0 He 
illustrates this for a nearly free electron bandstructure He claims his 
measurements are in agreement with the band structure of Chnstensen for 
excitation into this final state However in his work a multiangle detection 
system with a low energy resolution was used and differences with 
experimental data of this work up to 0 5 eV occur 
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The other investigation carried out on silver using ARUPS, mentioned in 
section A 1, claim deviation of 0 2 - 0 6 eV for the initial states and 
deviations of 3-4 eV for the final states 
The method used here allows a more reliable interpretation of angular 
resolved photoemission spectra The results are in agreement with the ASW 
calculation and deviate for the final state ~1 eV with Chnstensen s calculation 
( 1972 ) 
The most striking conclusion of this work is that the major discrepancy 
between theory and experiment is in the position of the occupied 4d bands 
and not in the position of the final states The initially calculated band 
structure puts these energy levels too high in energy 
The d bands were shifted down in energy, as described before The remaining 
discrepancy is that the d bands are slightly too wide If we had introduced a 
shift in the d bands by enhancing the exchange correlation potential as in the 
work of Chnstensen and Fckardt, the d band would have come out more 
narrow It is commonly believed that the local density approximation leads to 
serious errors in the position of empty states, especially of semiconductors 
This work suggests that the final states can be calculated with the ASW 
method to a surprising degree of accuracy, provided proper care is taken in 
handling the basis-set 1 his conclusion is not only important for the 
interpretation of ARUPS measurement , but also has consequences for other 
methods requiring knowledge of high lying excited states 
A 4.2 Angular resolved spectra of Ago e5^u0 isflOO) 
Angular resolved spectra were also measured for the Ag,,8.;Аи0И(100) surface 
in the ГКЛ Х direction at angles θ 2° apart The resulting spectra are shown 
in figure 22 and 23 The corresponding structure plots are given in figures 24 
and 25 
From the Ne I plots it is seen that the structure plots for the silver peaks are 
almost identical with the measurements of pure silver An additional gold 
peak is visible which shows little dispersion The position of the gold peak is 
identical to the position of the main gold peak observed in photoemission 
from Au(100) surfaces ( Nilsson 1974 ) 
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Figure 22 Angular resolved spccira of Agv^ Au*,,, using He I radiniion 
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Figure 23 Angular resolved spccira of A^,MAunn using Ne I radiniion. 
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Ne 1 radiation 
In the He I spectra the s-p band and the gold induced bands overlap at low 
values of θ.The dispersion curves for Hel are also identical to those for 
Ag(100). Thus it is seen that for the Ago^Auo,, alloy direct transitions can 
still be used for the interpretation of optical spectra. 
This is in agreement with measurements on Cu,)„Alo, ( Fessa 1981a ), 
Pdo7,Ag(,27 ( Fessa 1981b ), CuNi ( Allen 1983 ). 
Fessa observed for Cu
ol,Alin(100) similar dispersion behaviour for the copper 
peaks in the Cuo^ Aln ι alloy and in the pure copper for the (100) surface. The 
Fermi level was shifted however by ~ 0.1 - 0.2 eV. For the AgnssAu,,
 1S alloy 
the change of the Fermi level is —0.03 eV, which is approximately the 
experimental accuracy of the structure plots. 
In these random alloys the substitutional disorder leads to a disorder 
smearing of bands and consequently the broadening of peaks. 
From both the He I and Ne I spectra of AgossAun,, a broadening of 10% of 
the d band complex was observed. This in qualitative agreement with the 
results given for Cu,, ^Alo, and Pd,, „Ag,,
 v
. 
It is interesting to continue this investigation for different Agi_
x
Au
x 
concentrations and compare the results with band structure calculations. Also 
the lifetime broadening for different Agi^Au, alloys is an interesting subject. 
As these noble metals have inherent sharp peaks in the photoemission 
spectra, such a study should be possible. 
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4 3. M Surface State 
An effort was made to observe the Tamm-like surface state at the M point of 
the surface Bnllouin zone of the Ag(l()0)surface Using He I and Ne I 
radiation spectra were measured every 2° around the expected emission angle 
θ of 60° ( Neddermeyer 1982 ), compare figure 17 and 18 
The sharp peak at h, ~ -3 T'ieV consists of a bulk contribution and possibly a 
surface state As this surface state is difficult to identify several 
expérimentais methods were used to separate bulk and surface effects 
The dispersion of the peak S, E,-EF versus Tí for He I excitation is plotted in 
figure 26 
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Figure 26: Structure plot h, - EF versus T< near M surface state for Ag and 
AgoBsAunis using He I radiation. 
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It is seen that the dispersion is similar to the dispersion of the bulk d-band, 
which is expected for a Tamm state 
A surface state should lie above the bulk d-band edge which is positioned at 
E, = - i Kiev as deduced by several authors e g Ncddermever (1982) The 
measured peak lies 20 meV above the bulk d-band edge This is within the 
experimental error in the determination of the bulk d-band edge It is also 
less than the value of 50 meV reported by Neddermeyer 
Also adsorption of CO on the Ag(100) surface was applied, by placing the 
sample in front ot the not thoroughly outgassed Auger gun This produced no 
conclusive evidence Both the bulk peaks at other energies and the expected 
surface state became weaker upon adsorption It is estimated that the 
decrease of the peak height was 20% faster lor the sharp peak 
Also spectra were obtained for the Agn^ Au,, ^ (lOO) surface Their dispersion is 
also plotted in figure 26 Here the surface state is expected to have 
disappeared or have become weaker and broadened due to disorder 
broadening in the alloy The dispersion is identical with the dispersion 
measured on the Ag(100) surface, only shifted 15meV above the silver band 
edge This can completely be attributed within the experimental error to the 
difference in the workfunctions of Ag(100) and Αρ,κ,,Αιι,, |,(10()) 
This points in the direction of the observation of a bulk state The peak 
height is less than observed by Neddermeyer ( 1981 ) this might be due to 
the remaining sulphur impurities In Nel spectra a sharp peak higher then the 
other peaks was observed at θ = 60° 
However after comparing these measurements with the original data of 
Neddermeyer ( Neddermeyer 1985 ). this peak could unambiguously be 
identified as a bulk state 
From the above given arguments it must be concluded that the M point 
surface state could not be identified for Ag(100) and Ago^ Auo „ in the 
spectra This is for silver attributed to sulphur impurities remaining at the 
surface of the crystal 
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Part В 
Ellipsometry 
о 
оо 
An overview oi the experimental equipment used in the ellipsometry experiment 
B.l. Introduction 
In the work described here ellipsometry is used to obtain information about 
the electronic structure of complex materials. It will be shown that 
ellipsometry measurements of complex materials, e.g. ternary compounds, 
are a good test of the reliability of band structure calculations between Ep 
and several electronvolts below and above EF. 
Ellipsometry as a technique has also the advantage that the samples can be 
small ( 2mm ) and don't need to be single crystals of high quality. 
In comparison with the photoemission experiment ellipsometry is less surface 
sensitive. Ellipsometry probes 500Á - 10000Â deep, depending on the 
wavelength used. Photoemission probes the first 5-20Â of a material. 
Therefore one has to remove oxide layers through sputtering and anneal the 
sample afterwards to obtain well defined crystalline surfaces. 
Due to preferential sputtering of one of the components it is very difficult to 
obtain clean surfaces suitable for photoemission of binary or ternary 
compounds, with the bulk composition. For ellipsometry experiments 
mechanically polishing of the materials is sufficient. 
Angular resolved photoemission allows in principle direct E(Tc), 
-determination, contrary to ellipsometry which measures the sum of all 
possible optical transitions where the energy difference between states is 
equal to ϋω. For ellipsometry of cubic materials however the samples don't 
have to be single crystals, as is necessary for reliable angular resolved 
photoemission experiments. The experiment is also less laborious. 
Basically ellipsometry is the measurement of the change of the polarization of 
linearly polarized, monochromatic light into elliptically polarized light after 
reflection from a material. 
This change of the polarization was observed already by Malus in 1808 
(Ronchi 1970). The technique of ellipsometry was already used by Drude 
(1900). The method has received new stimulus through the introduction of 
computers. The automation possible by modern computers makes the 
measurements substantially less laborious and more accurate. 
Computers are also used in the reduction of the raw data to quantities of 
physical interest. 
The advent of ultra high vacuum techniques introduced over the last fifteen 
years has made it possible to obtain reliable results on clean materials. Also 
studies of adsórbales are now carried out using ellipsometry. 
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Ellipsometry is also gaining in importance, because it is a non destructive 
technique which can be used for the study of interfaces. This makes it a 
suitable technique in semiconductor technology where interfaces are studied 
varying from 20Â to 10.000Â thick. 
Ellipsometry has been used for a long time for the determination of the 
electronic structure of materials e.g. Greenaway (1968), Schwarz (1971), 
Hummel (1972), Myers (1975), Allen (1977), Castelijns (1977). 
However, besides the experimental improvements mentioned, also the 
technique of band structure calculations has become much more 
sophisticated. 
In the literature for metals only occasionally the results are linked to Joint 
Density of States calculations calculated directly from band structures e.g. 
Kubo (1983), Nestell (1980). 
The results described here show that the combination of ellipsometry 
measurements with sophisticated band structure calculation provides an 
efficient test of the band structure, especially in the case of complex 
materials. 
In section B.2 the theory which describes macroscopically and microscopically 
the interaction of light with solids is described. Also the principles of 
ellipsometry are discussed. Section B.2.3 gives an overview of various uses of 
ellipsometry. 
Section B.3 describes the experimental set up used. 
Finally in section B.4 the results obtained on six materials of current interest 
are described. These results are presented in the form of papers which have 
appeared in the Journal of Physics F or are in press. 
The materials ZrZn^ and Ni-, Al have received considerable attention over the 
last decades. This interest stems from the fact that both materials are weak 
itinerant ferromagnets. The nature of the magnetic moments and their 
interaction systems is still the subject of active investigations these days. 
In a wide search for materials with a high magneto optical Kerr-effect for use 
in optical recording, it was found that PtMnSb has the highest Kerr-effect of 
all known materials (van Engen, 1983). A study of the electronic structure of 
PtMnSb and the related compound NiMnSb (de Groot, 1983) revealed that 
these materials form a new class: half-metallic ferromagnets. This means that 
for one spin direction the compound is metallic and for the other spin 
direction a semiconductor. The ellipsometry results described clearly indicate 
the band gap for the minority spin direction. 
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LaB, and CeB, were investigated to see whether there would be differences 
between the optical spectra of these materials and how this would effect the 
bandstructure of the material. These materials have a similar electronic 
structure, the only difference being an additional 4f electron in CeB^. 
Despite of various other experiments it is still not clear how the 4f electron 
affects the electronic structure of the material. 
The results found are generally in good agreement with the bandstructure 
calculations. 
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B2. Theory 
В2.1. General 
In this thesis the interaction of light with matter is used to study the 
electronic structure of a number of metallic compounds of current interest 
The theory describing this interaction can be found in several references e.g. 
Stern ( 1963 ), Taue ( 1966 ). In this section the discussion is confined to 
those results of the theory which are relevant for the research conducted. 
As only cubic crystals were studied all formulas will be given for the case of 
isotropic matter. In relation to the ellipsometry experiment it should be 
noted that in the littérature on ellipsometry a lot of confusion exists through 
the use of slightly different definitions. In 1969 these different definitions 
were summarised by Muller ( 1969 ). This led to the so called Muller 
Nebraska convention, which is now generally accepted as a preferred 
convention ( Bennett 1978 ). Therefore in this thesis this convention will be 
used. 
The interaction of light with matter is macroscopically described by the 
Maxwell equations, under the assumption that the wavelength of the light in 
the material is large compared to interatomic distances. 
In the presence of matter, assuming no externally introduced charges or 
currents, the Maxwell equations take the following form: 
VB = 0 
VB = 0 (1) 
VxB
 = Λ ψ + WE 
С 3t 
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In the above equations the magnetic permeability μ is taken to be μο, which is 
a valid assumption, as at optical frequencies the magnetization processes are 
not able to follow the variation of the field at all ( Landau 1960 ) The usual 
notations are used ι e В indicates the magnetic induction, E the electric field 
and б the dielectric displacement vector The properties of the materials 
enter the equations through б and conductivity σ 
The relation between б and E is given by a dimensionless dielectric constant ε 
and the microscopic polanzability α enters the equations through the 
polanzdbihty P(P = aE), which is related to б The following relations hold 
б = eE = ε0Ε + V (2) 
One now defines a complex dielectric constant ε(ω), which completely 
describes the optical properties of a material In the Muller-Nebraska 
convention this relation is given by 
έ(ω) =
 e(co)-i-2Ííyl = ε1(ω)-ιε2(ω) (3) 
ε^ ω 
Неге σ(ω) is called the optical conductivity The complex refractive index is 
given by 
η » = ε(ω) (4) 
n
c
(co) = n(iü)-ik(ü>) 
where η is called the refractive index and к the extinction index 
From (3) en (4) follows 
ει(ω) =
 n
2_k2 
ε2(ω) = 2nk V) 
That this is a sensible choice can be seen e g by solving the Maxwell 
equations for a plane wave 
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In the notations given above the complex dielectric constant e(co), which in 
principle is a tensor, is taken to be a scalar, which is correct for isotropic 
matter As in this thesis only cubic crystals are studied, this assumption is 
valid Also in principle ε is not only a function of the frequency ω, but also 
of the wavevector Ц of the incident light However as in the region of interest 
( 0 4 - 6 0 eV) the wavelength of the radiation is large with respect to 
interatomic distances, this wavevector Ц can be assumed zero This is the long 
wavelength limit 
It is instructive to look now at some derived quantities of practical interest 
When one calculates the time averaged power dissipation per unit volume of 
material in the case of incident radiation of frequency ω, one finds that this 
dissipation is proportional to σ(ω), (Stern 1963) 
Ë 7,01 = !άωεοΕ2(ω) | Ë ι ' = ιΛο(ω) | Ê ι2 (6) 
The light intensity in the material, given by the time averaged Poynting 
vector 3 = Ε χ Β/μι,, at a dephth ζ is damped by a factor exp (- ôz) The 
parameter Ò is called the penetration depth or skin depth ( Born and 
Wolf 1969 ) 
(7) 
ν2πσ(ω)ω 
In metals this depth vanes between 10 000Â in the infrared to a few hundred 
in the ultra violet The reflectivity R at normal incidence, can be calculated 
using the Fresnel equations ( Stern 1963 ) 
Щсо) = 1^)1 + 1 - V2(e1(co)+ ε ( ω η ( 8 ) 
|ε(ω)| + 1 + ν2(ε,(ω)+ Ι ε(ω) ) 
Also ε,ίω) and ε2(ω) are related by the well known Kramers-Kronig relations 
ε,ίω) = εο - 2 ^ /ε2(ω ) _ * » ! _ 
π. -Í, ill — fi) 
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Ε2(ω) = 2 ^ } { ε „ - ε 1 ( ω ' ) } - ^ (9) 
л -g ω - ω 
where Ρ indicates the Cauchy principle value of the integral. 
So from the known values of ε2(ω) ε^ω) can be determined and vice versa. It 
should be noted that , in order to obtain correct results, the values of e.g. 
ε2(ω) have to be known over the entire wavelength range. This can be a 
serious problem if reflectivity measurements are used to calculate ε,ίω) and 
ε2(ω). Ellipsometry measurements, which yield both ε^ω) and Ε2(ω) without 
using Kramers-Kronig relations, are therefore considered to be more reliable. 
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В 2.2 Principles of ellipsometry 
The basic set up of an ellipsometry experiment is illustrated in figure 1 
Linearly polarized light is incident on the sample at an angle of incidence ψ, 
after reflection the light is usually elhptically polarized 
ч
ч Polarizer 
Lightsource 
Detector 
Figure 1 Basic set up of an ellipsometry experiment 
In the Muller-Nebraska convention the direction of the polarization vector is 
measured by an observer, who is looking against the direction of the 
propagation of the light Positive polarization angles are measured in a 
counter clockwise direction starting from the right hand half of the plane of 
incidence 
An incident light beam with the electric field vector: 
Ë = Äe1"" (10) 
after reflection suffers both a phase change δ and an amplitude change r: 
Ë' = RE = ге'6Е (11) 
Using light which is polarized at an angle of 45° with respect to the plane of 
incidence, there are two components of equal magnitude the p-component 
lying in the plane of incidence and the s-component perpendicular to this 
plane. 
Now the relative amplitude attenuation tan ψ and the relative phase change 
Δ are : 
tamji = i (12) 
The quantity ρ is also used: 
β = I E - = tanVe'* (13) 
The two parameters tan ψ and Δ are completely determined by the complex 
dielectric constant ε(ω). The relation between ε(ω) and tan ψ and Δ at a fixed 
frequency ω is given by ( Born and Wolf 1969 ): 
ι \ іж ι · -"ж. 2.4- COS22T1) — sirrAsin^tli /1/14 
ε,(ω) = sm-φ + sin-<t>tanz(|) у -—-^- (14) 
(1 + cosAsin2i|i) 
ε2(ω) = 8іп2ф1ап2ф sinAsin4T|. 
(1 + cosAsin2i|j) 
Other derived quantities, such as the reflectivity and the optical conductivity 
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can be calculated from the values of ε,ίω) and ε2(ω). 
В 2.3. Various applications of ellipsometry 
Over the years there has been an interest in the technique of ellipsometry 
from various disciplines. The renewed interest in ellipsometry is due to 
several aspects inherent to the technique. It is a non-destructive technique 
which can be performed under various processing conditions e.g. at high 
pressures and/or high temperatures. 
With suitable equipment it can be used to give real time quantitative data on 
phenonema happening under these processing conditions. It also can give 
information on multilayer systems or e.g. liquid interfaces. 
An overview of various applications of ellipsometry of current interest can be 
found e.g. Azzam ( 1979 ), Muller ( 1980 ), Bootsma ( 1982 ), Abeles 
( 1983 ), Gijseman ( 1983 ) and in Neal ( 1985 ). 
In this section a selection of applications will be discussed. This section does 
not claim any completeness. The interest in the reflectivity and the index of 
refraction of all kinds of materials and of thin films explains in part the 
importance of ellipsometry even up till today. The renewed interest comes 
for a large part from the semiconductor industry, where interfaces have to be 
studied varying from 20Â - 10.000Â thick. The use of submicron technology 
will undoubtedly lead to an even greater application of ellipsometry. 
In the semiconductor industry the simplest use of ellipsometry is for the 
determination of layer thicknesses on wafers ( Marchant 1981 ). 
Theeten ( 1980 a ) uses a spectroscopic ellipsometer, in which not only the 
energy of the incident light is changed but also the angle of incidence φ to 
make a non destructive depth profiling analysis. 
The use of wavelength dependent ellipsometry can enhance the analysis of 
the material properties due to the wavelength dependent penetration depth of 
light. The use of various angles of incidence makes a multilayer analysis, 
instead of the usual air-film-substrate model possible. In the above mentioned 
article Theeten determines the dielectric constants of a silicon wafer before 
and after the deposition of about 200À silicon nitride on the surface in a Low 
Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition system. He successively compares the 
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results with a three layer model, which leads to the main conclusion that the 
deposition of SLN, leads to a top layer of 20()Â of SuN., which also 
contains voids, and an intermediate, oxide containing, layer which is 30Â 
thick and contains voids in a considerable higher concentration (60%). Also a 
20Â thick transition layer was found in between the substrate and the nitrite 
layer made out of a combination of amorphous silicon and SuN-. 
He concludes that his method using ellipsometry is in good qualitative 
agreement with Auger depth profiling and that spectroscopic ellipsometry 
gives quantitatively better results for the oxygen content and for the width of 
the interface region. 
This method is also used for the determination of the influence of 10 - 100 
keV ion implantation on e.g. GaAs surfaces ( Theeten 1980a, Erman 1983 ). 
Ion implantation leads to local amorphisation, with drastic alternation of the 
dielectric constants. The results are discussed as a function of the dose 
2 (ions/cm ), which gives information about the degree of amorphisation and 
the thickness of the influenced layer. 
Theeten ( 1980b ) and Hottier ( 1980 ) used a one wavelength automatic 
ellipsometer to study the kinetics of the chemical vapour deposition process 
in situ. They also observed interface regions between successive layers and 
e.g. found changes in roughness during growth which clearly changed the 
ellipsometric parameters tan \\) and Δ. 
Ellipsometry has been used for a long time in adsorption experiments. 
Discussing these phenomena one considers a substrate with a complex 
refractive index n2 - ilo and a layer of thickness d, and refractive index 
n, - ik] on top of this surface. The experiments are carried out under vacuum 
conditions. For this case and using the Fresnel equations suitable expressions 
for the change of the ellipsometric parameters can be calculated ( e.g. 
Habraken 1980 ). 
One first measures a clean substrate and upon adsorption of a layer the 
changes δΔ and δψ between the clean substrate and the substrate with the 
adsorbed film. So these experiments are differential techniques, one measures 
changes upon adsorption. 
The parameter Δ is very sensitive to adsorbed (sub)monolayers, with an 
accuracy in Δ of 0.o01 film thicknesses of 0.1Â can be detected. These 
changes δΔ and δφ now depend on n 1 , к, and dj. In order to completely 
solve this problem of two measured parameters and three unknowns 
necessitates more information which can be obtained e.g. by varying the 
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angle of incidence. 
It should be noted that to obtain reliable measurements in this field one 
needs ultra high vacuum conditions ( lO",lTorr ) and techniques to 
characterise the surface under these conditions. Most ellipsometers used in 
this field are of rotating analyser type, the analyser rotates with a fixed 
frequency and the Fourier transform of the detected intensities yields the 
ellipsometnc parameters ( Aspnes 1975 ) 
Often these adsorption experiments are carried out at one wavelength, 
especially the line of a Helium-Neon laser at 632 8 nm is used, and one looks 
at changes in Δ. This technique was used for semiconductors, in which case 
the changes δΔ comprise the combined effects of the adsorbed layer and the 
removal of a transition layer on the clean surfaces associated with surface 
states ( Wierenga 1980 ) For metals e.g. the chemisorption of oxygen on 
copper, silver and nickel was investigated ( Habrakcn 1980a ), using the 
Helium-Neon laser line. They found, comparing ellipsometry data with Leed 
and Auger data, that there is a linear relation between the amount of oxygen 
chemisorbed and the change in Δ 
Also it was established that the chemisorption could be described by a model 
using two layers on top of a clean substrate A layer of adsorbed oxygen ions 
sits on top of an effectively positively charged metal surface layer. This metal 
surface layer has different properties than the bulk metal for the free 
electrons, it has a decreased free electron density N and a reduced scattering 
time t. So in this model three parameters influence Δ. Albers ( 1978 ) studied 
the reaction, of oxygen adsorbed on Ag (110), with CO and found this to be 
a rather complex reaction in which ordering in the adsorbed layer plays an 
important rôle 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry was also, though less often, employed e.g. the 
adsorption of potassium on Ag (111) ( Faldt 1982 ), oxygen on Ag (110) 
( Kotz 1982 ) and oxygen on copper ( Hanekamp 1982 ). 
Azzam (1979) describes some applications of ellipsometry in biology and 
médecine. For example the process of coagulation of blood, which takes place 
when blood contacts a surface other then the walls of blood vessels, was 
studied with ellipsometry. Also antigen-antibody reactions on surfaces were 
investigated using ellipsometry. 
Most of the experiments described can also be done with the ellipsometer 
used for this thesis. 
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To study phenomena which happen on a time scale smaller then our 
measuring time, the equipment has to be modified into a Fourier transform 
rotation analyser type ( Aspnes 1975 ) 
В 2.4. Electronic structure of metals 
In solid state physics the electronic properties of matter strongly depend on 
the band structure of a material The optical properties are described by 
transitions from an occupied state below the Fermi energy to an unoccupied 
state above the Fermi energy 
E(k) 
0 
к — 
Figure 2· Hypothetical bandstructure with interband (A) and intraband (B) 
transitions indicated 
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In metals two contributions can be seen, intraband and interband transitions 
In an intraband transition an electron is excited within the same band from 
an occupied level below Ep to an unoccupied level above Ep 
An interband transition is a transition from an occupied band to an other 
unoccupied band above Ep 
This is illustrated in figure (2) 
These two mechanisms lead to two contributions to the dielectric constant 
ε(ω): 
έ(ω) = Ê",,rj((o) + t ,n,c>>) (15) 
В 2.4.1. Intraband transitions 
The intraband transitions occur in the low energy region, which is also called 
Drude region. They can be described by a quantum mechanical calculation in 
the random phase approximation ( Ehrenreich 1966 ) In the random phase 
approximation the Coulomb interactions of the electrons are replaced by a 
self-consistent field in which otherwise independent electrons move 
This absorption of light by free carriers can also be considered as a high 
frequency transport process ( Abeles 1972 ). 
These calculations largely confirm the results from a simple model by Drude 
( 1900 ), which describes the process quite well. He describes the motion of 
an electron in a free electron gas under the influence of an external field, as 
that of an electron experiencing also a damping force generated by an 
unspecified scattering mechanism with scattering time τ ( Born and Wolf 
1969 ): 
(16) 
Solving this equation for an electric field vector, harmonic in time assuming 
N, free electrons per unit volume and using the relation between the current 
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density 7 and the complex dielectric constant one obtains: 
ΦΟ - 1 - -£? '—- (17) 
men , ι
 ч 
" ω(ω ) 
or: 
ει(ω) = 1 - ω. p
 1 + ω2τ2 
ε2(ω) = ^ —
г
 (18) 
ωτ(ω2 + —г) 
with 2 NfC μ
 meo 
These results hold for a free electron gas, in reality there are also interband 
transitions, which influence the complex dielectric constant. So in practice 
the result for ε2(ω) holds before the onset of interband transitions, which 
occurs between 0.1 eV for transition metals, and 2 eV for aluminium. As 
ei(co) is related to ε2(ω) by means of the Kramers-Kronig relations (9), 
interband transitions at high energies, influence ε^ω) at low energies i.e. 
before the onset of the interband transition еі(ш) contains a constant 
contribution ôef from the interband transitions above this onset. 
So before the onset of interband transitions one finds: 
ει(ω) = 1 - ω ρ - Π ^ Σ ? + ^ ( 1 9 ) 
62(ω) = Î S î - j - (20) 
ωτ(ω2 + -г) 
The scattering processes which determine τ can be e.g. electron-electron 
scattering, electron-impurity scattering and electron-phonon scattering; so 
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assuming only these contributions to the scattering process for τ holds 
1 1
 + ^ ^ (21) 
Τ ^с-с ^с 
'e-ph 
Considering these scattering mechanisms, which may be frequency dependent, 
it is not surprising that varying succes has been obtained using the Drude 
formulas Abeles ( 1972 ) shows that at room temperature the scattering is 
dominated by electron-phonon scattering, the contribution of electron-
electron scattering becomes important at low temperatures Winsemius 
( 1973 ) gives a summary of various models used in practice to describe a 
frequency dependent τ No clear theoretical explanation is found for these 
results 
In interpreting the results found from Drude fits, one should remember that 
sample effects, e g roughness may influence the experimentally found 
scattering time through changes in the mean free path ( see section 3 3 ) 
Bennett ( 1966 ) found a good agreement for the Drude model for silver, 
gold and aluminium in the infrared region ( 0 4 - 0 6 eV ) These results were 
obtained on in ultra high vacuum prepared samples 
Tutto ( 1979 ) investigated the Drude region for some superconducting 
transition metals He was able to separate various contributions to the 
scattering time and calculate from the measurements the electron-phonon 
coupling parameter λ 
In the work described here the Drude model was used to separate intraband-
and interband transitions To do this the measured data were fitted to a 
perfect Drude model, deviations from a smooth curve were attributed to 
interband transitions 
To investigate the Drude behaviour one can construct an Argand-diagram 
( Hummel 1972 ) An Argand diagram consists of a plot of ίιωε2(ω) as a 
function of -ε^ω), according to (19,20) for a perfect Drude model this leads 
to 
*ωε2(ω) = -(ôej1 - ε^ω)) (22) 
So from this plot a value of τ and 6e¡ can be determined Also fits were made 
to 82(01) in the low energy region, which according to (20) leads to values for 
ω and τ 
Ρ 
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В 2.4.2 Interband transitions 
The optical properties nowadays described as interband transitions were 
described first classically by assuming that the "bound" electrons behave as 
damped harmonic oscillators with frequencies ω« and damping term γ When 
the damping is not too large, one observes structures in the optical properties 
at the resonance frequency γ . 
Quantum mechanics allows a more realistic calculation, as described e g by 
Harbeke ( 1972 ) and Stern ( 1963 ) The calculations are done in the random 
phase approximation The time dependent vector potental Ä of the 
electromagnetic field causes only electric dipole transitions from occupied 
band states below Ef to empty band states above EF One assumes 
Koopman's theorem holds, which states that even when an optical transition 
takes place the electronic states may be represented by the unperturbed 
Hamiltoman 
In the one electron theory the electronic states are given by energies Ε
η
(Τί) 
and wavefunctions ψηΟ Τ^), which are solutions of the Schrodinger equation 
The Hamiltoman is given by 
Η = ¿ ( p + eX)2 + V(r) (23) 
Here, as usual, fl indicates the electron momentum and VOO the crystal 
potential 
Now neglecting the term -pÄ = Λ V Â, which is only not zero in the first 
atomic layers, and the higher order terms, this reduces to a first order 
perturbation Hamiltoman 
Hlft)
"Ù s p (24) 
The transition probability for the interband transition is given by ( Bassani 
1966) 
2 < 
ννίω,ι,ΐ,,ΐ,) = - 4 τ ι í d , ' í d ! ' < f ΙΧ Τ»Ι ι> 2 (25) 
тті ρ ν 
where the initial state wave function ψ, denoted by ι is given by 
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^1(C„T,t) = e" h * •'β'^ιι,β,-ϊ) (26) 
and the final state wavefunction ψ, is defined analogously. 
Using the above expressions for ψ, and ψ( one can write: 
WKtUU) = Ά | / d t ' e ^ ' ^ " * " " ê.Mlf 12 (27) 
where 
ê.Mlf = Jctfe-'^-^ur'c.Ve^u, (28) 
For the vector potential S a plane wave is assumed, which for the electric 
field through Ë = - - ^ - leads to a plane wave with amplitude Eo and unit 
vector ê. 
To comply with the translational symmetry in the crystal one must have 
Iff - xf = Tc, + К where ц is the wave vector of the incident light and К a 
reciprocal lattice vector. As Ц is very small compared to the dimensions of the 
Brioulluin zone, it can be neglected. This leads to the conclusion that only 
direct transitions with Ef = Tc, in the reduced zone scheme are allowed. 
For the transition probability per unit time one now finds: 
dW e2Eo2 ê.M.f 122πϊιδ(Ε( - E, - heo) (29) 
and for the transition probability where all possible pairs of bands are taken, 
per unit time and per unit volume: 
W
.f= ν π τ Σ J & ' «-4.112ô(Ef-E - M (30) 
¿л m ω if BZ 
This yields the second selection rule: Ef-E,=tico. Now w,, can be related to the 
interband contribution to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant ε2(ω). 
The energy loss per unit time per unit volume by the incident light is given, 
according to (6) by 'Λσίω^οΕο2. This energy loss is also equal to W t^uo. 
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So: 
E2M= h^\ ,Σί<& êM, tl :6(E(-E,-M (31) 
The joint density of states ( JDOS ) is defined: 
JDOS α ΣΐΊ£ό(Ε
Γ
(Χ)-Ε,(£)-&ω) (32) 
it η 
When constant matrix elements are assumed, which is often done in the 
calculation of wave functions is very laborious: 
JDOS α ω2ε2 (33) 
σ(
ω
) = ωεζ α І 2 2 і (34) 
Using these relations one should keep in mind, that the assumption of 
constant matrix elements means that calculated and measured intensities may 
differ considerably, peak positions however are not affected. 
Also in the band structure calculations no account is taken of relaxation 
effects due to the finite life time of electron and hole, which leads to a 
smearing of the calculated peaks. 
In the work described here JDOS curves, calculated directly from the band 
structure, are compared with measured optical conductivities. 
Structures in the JDOS stem mainly from volumes in k' space where bands are 
parallel. The transitions which lead to peaks in the JDOS do not have to 
originate from points on high-symmetry lines alone. Therefore to make a 
reliable comparism between theory and experiment, one has to perform the 
integration over the full Brillouin zone. 
In the k' representation the JDOS is written as a surface integral: 
JDOS = J d s (35) 
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This relation can also be used to explain optical spectra. Structures in the 
optical spectra are now assumed to come from the singularities of the 
integrand of (35) . 
This method has been used succesfuUy along high symmetry lines in the past 
for semiconductors ( Greenaway 1968 ), but it does not work too well for e.g. 
transitions metals, where the numbers of critical points normally is 
substantially higher. 
В 2.4.3 Plasmons 
Besides the above mentioned one-electron interactions, also collective 
excitations of the electron gas in the solid are possible. Plasmons are 
longitudinal charge density oscillations of the electron plasma in the solid. 
They can be excited using either s-polarized light or an electron beam 
( Raether 1980 ). 
These oscillations can take place in the bulk of crystals ( volume plasmons ) 
or along the surface of crystals ( surface plasmons ). 
The condition for the existence of longitudinal oscillations gives: ίωε(ω)Ε = 0. 
As the electric field Ё has to be finite, necessarily: 
ε(ω) = 0 (36) 
In principle both the dielectric constant ε and the plasmafrequency ωρ can be 
complex. 
For a free electron gas ( see section 2.3.1 ) one finds for the complex 
frequency ω = ω' + ω" from (36): 
W
' - ^ - ( 2 ^ * ( 3 7 > 
_1_ 
' 2τ 
Here ω' indicates the eigenfrequency and ω" the damping of the oscillation. 
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When ШрТ>>1, which is usually the case, one finds the familiar plasma 
frequency cop given by the Drude formulas (18). 
In practice a sufficient condition for the existence of plasmons is: 
ε, = 0 (38) 
ε 2 < 1 
The presence of plasmons is most clearly seen in the energy loss function. 
According to (6) the energy loss per unit volume per second is given by: 
d w £2 .. I D ! 2 /-,Q4 
cuEn ' , ' (39) dt ε? + tí 
Im(—) is called the energy loss function : 
<> = 7^7 (40) 
For a free electron gas the energy loss function takes the following form (18): 
2 ω 
M j) = - î — — (41) 
ε (ω2 - «ой* + e ) 2 
τ 
For small — it has a maximum at ωρ with the value ω
ρ
τ and a half width 
ДЕ
И
 = —. As most plasmons exist above the energy region used for 
ellipsometry ( 0.4 - 6.0 eV ), most research on plasmons is carried out using 
electron loss spectroscopy. These results are reviewed by Raether ( 1980 ). 
In real solids also interband transitions are present. These transitions modify 
the dielectric properties and severely influence the plasma frequency through 
equation (40). The influence of interband transitions is most clearly seen for 
silver ( Ehrenreich 1962 ). Here the plasmon peak shifts from 9.2 eV to 3.9 
eV. 
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The influence of interband transitions is also illustrated in figure (3). From a 
Drude fit in the infrared region ω
ρ
 and τ were determined for CeB^. These 
values lead to a peak in the energy loss function at 6.0 eV. Experimentally 
the plasmon peak was found at 2.0 eV. 
• n e r g g lomm 
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Figure 3: Shift of plasmon peak due to interband transitions, explained in 
text. 
This can be explained assuming hypothetically that interband transitions in 
CeB,- start above 6.0 eV. The plasmon frequency is now influenced by 
interband contributions only through ôe1b (19). To explain the shift from 6.0 
eV to 2.0 eV ôef = 7.75 was found, which is a realistic value. Thus large 
variations in peak positions and peak magnitude are found. 
Also peaks in the energy loss functions may not be due to plasmons, 
interband transitions may produce similar effects. 
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В 3. Experiment 
В 3.1 Method 
In the measurement of the parameters tan ψ and cos Δ, which are necessary 
for the determination of ε(ω) , we use the method originally proposed by 
Beattie ( 1955 a,b ) 
The set up ( Castehjns 1977 ) is illustrated in figure 4 
Monochromatic light linearly polarized at an angle φ
ρ
 with the plane of 
incidence is reflected by the sample, the intensities of the resulting elliptically 
polarized light are measured at different positions ф
а
 of a second polarizer 
(analyser) 
Winsemius ( 1973 ) uses a similar method, however he rotates the polarizer 
instead of the analyser, which due to possible polarization effects of the 
monochromator and light source can give serious complications 
The measured intensities are then given by ( Conn 1954 ), 
ДФр.Фа) = Іо(ГрС052ф
а
С052ф
р
 + [fsin^Sin^p) (42) 
+ Io( '/^rsfpCOSAsir^aSlI^p) 
where Io is the intensity of the light incident on the sample 
Introducing tan ψ in the equation and defining 
I' = W (43) 
leads to, 
І(Фр.Фа) = Г(<аП21])С052ф
а
С052ф
р
 + 51П2ф
а
51П2фр) (44) 
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+ rC/nanipcosAsii^jSii^p) 
This equation can be solved for tan ψ and cos Δ when the intensities are 
known for at least three different analyser settings if the polarizer is kept 
fixed 
Beattie ( 1955 a ) has shown that the highest precision is reached when Δ is 
near 90 0 1 e when φ equals the Brewster angle He also shows that an angle 
100-2()0 smaller then the Brewster angle, which for metals in the infrared is 
near 85°, influences the results only a few percent Therefore an angle φ 
near 70 0 is generally used in elhpsometry. 
To determine the dielectric constants ε^ω) and ε2(ω) from measured intensities 
a method is defined, which will be discussed in this paragraph It will be 
shown that a serie of 16 intensities, measured using 2 different polarizer 
settings and 8 different analyser settings, leads to an accurate result 
The following intensities I ( фр,ф
а
 ) are defined: 
(45) 
This sene of 8 intensities is called +-sene 
In an analogous way for ф
р
 = -45 0 a sene of intensities I -l 8" is defined, 
called -sene Using (44) it follows 
if 
и 
w 
І4" 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1(45° 
1(45° 
1(45° 
1(45° 
,0° ) 
,45°) 
,90°) 
,135°) 
Is" 
Іб* 
I7
+ 
V 
= 1(45° 
= 1(45° 
= 1(45° 
= 1(45° 
.180°) 
225°) 
,270°) 
,315°) 
tanxp = VF (46) 
cosA = 
5ΐη2ψ I2+I4 
I„ = I
n
+4 (n = l,2, ,4) (l80°-rule) 
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I] + Ij = I2 + I4 (sum-rule) 
A complete measurement cycle now takes the following form First the 
optical components should be aligned with respect to the light beam It is 
especially important that the main axis of the polarizer/analyser coincides with 
the rotation axis of the polarizer/analyser drive 
After that a +sene is measured at one wavelength. From these 8 values all 
possible combinations for sum-rule and 180 0 -rule are taken and the 
deviations summed. The resulting sum value is minimised by adjusting the 
analyser position in the light beam. A similar exercise is carried out for the 
polarizer 
Now only the precise deviations Ь
л
 and ôp of the analyser and polarizer 
settings with respect to the assumed angles ф
а
 and фр have to be known As 
these deviations, which can vary as a function of wavelength, are the principle 
systematic errors remaining in the results quite a lot of efforts has been 
invested in finding such deviations e g Dignam ( 1970 ), Steel ( 1971 ), 
Castelijns ( 1977 ) and Wijers ( 1982 ) All these methods however are rather 
cumbersome, are only done at discrete wavelengths and need graphical 
methods to find solutions of equations 
Therefore a new method was devised which makes it possible to calculate 
directly from the measured intensities the deviations ôa and ftp for every 
wavelength and if necessary correct for them. 
To do this, we need the 16 intensities defined above and introduce the 
following functions. 
gan+ = (I/ - Lf )/(!/ + I4+) (47) 
gan- = (I4- - I, )/(l2- + If) 
gpol+ = (If - If )/(!,- + I,-) 
gpoi- = (ir - ij-ya, + If) 
If ôa = δρ = 0 then gan+ = gan" and gpol+ = gpol". 
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When the deviations ôd and òp are smaller then Γ, which is accomplished 
using sum-rule and 180o-rule, the above functions can be linearised to first 
order in ò, and 6P 
Two more functions are introduced 
fa = gan+ - gan- (48) 
fp = gpol* - gpoP 
From (47) and (48) it follows after some manipulations that a linear 
combination of the two functions ί
ά
 and fp can be found, which is only 
dependent on о
л
 Also a linear combination can be found which only 
depends on δρ 
From the rather complex resulting functions, öa and ftp are calculated for 
every wavelength This procedure is described in more detail elsewhere 
( Baelde 1984 ) 
From the 16 measured intensities also 4 pairs of values of tan ψ and cos Δ are 
calculated. These values are averaged and an error is estimated So at every 
wavelength from 16 measured intensities the values of tan ψ and cos Δ and 
their estimated error, and the deviations b¿ and δρ, are known 
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В.3.2 Experimental Equipment 
The apparatus is schematically drawn in figure 4. It is also shown on the 
photograph in the beginning of this section. 
Light (1) passes through a monochromator (2), the resulting light beam is 
collimated by a lens (3), chopped (4), and passes through the polarizer (5). 
The polarized light enters an ultra high vacuum system (7) through a window 
(6) and is reflected by the sample (8). The reflected beam leaves the vacuum 
vessel through the exit window (6), passes through an analyser (9). The 
resulting light is collected by a detector (10) connected to a lock in amplifier 
(11). The phase sensitive detector as well as the analyser, polarizer and 
monochromator settings are controlled by the microprocessor. The resulting 
data are transmitted to an IBM 4341 computer where the relevant parameters 
are calculated. The results are remitted to a HP 7470 plotter. 
The ellipsometer provides reliable data from 0.5 to 6.0 eV. The upper and 
lower limits are determined by the transmission of the fused silica and calcite 
elements used, which declines steeply at these limits. 
However not all samples are measured up to 6.0 eV, depending upon the 
reflecting area and physical properties of the material under investigation, as 
the resulting intensities should not be too low as is explained further on. 
Lightsource 
A 150 W water cooled fused silica halogen lamp was used in the region from 
0.5 to 3.0 eV. From 3.0 - 6.0 eV a 150 W Xenon arc lamp with a fused silica 
lens was used. The arc lamp had to be stabilised using a feedback system 
which measures, through the use of filters, the total light intensity in the 
energy range of interest. 
In this way the stability of both lamps was better than 1% over several 
hours. 
No arc wandering, which can be a serious problem in ellipsometry, was 
observed . None of the lamps show in the region of interest strong emission 
lines imposed on the continuum background. Because such lines arc very 
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narrow, they could lead to an effective shift of position of the exit slit, 
equivalent to a small change in the angle of incidence ( Aspnes 1975 ). 
Monochromator 
A symmetric Czerny - Turner monochromator was used, which, by using 
different gratings with 1200 1/mm, 600 1/mm and 300 1/mm, spans the entire 
energy range of 0.5 - 6.0 eV. 
In order to avoid light from higher order reflections in the light beam several 
filters are used in the low energy range at the entrance of the 
monochromator. The slit widths were adjusted to get a compromis between 
maximal light intensity and an acceptable energy resolution. This resulted in 
energy spacings of 0.01 eV in the infrared up to 2.00 eV, an energy spacing 
of 0.02 eV between 2.00 and 2.40 eV and of 0.03 eV above this photon 
energy. 
The wavelength scale was periodically calibrated using the known spectral 
lines of a Hg lamp. The main source of error in the energy values lies in the 
accuracy of the wavelength drive which is less than 0.3% below and 0.5% 
above 4.8 eV respectively. After the monochromator a lens of fused silica of 
50 mm focus was used to create a collimated light beam. 
Polarizer/Analyser 
A good review of polarizers and their properties is given by Bennet ( 1978 ). 
For high accuracy in ellipsomctry experiments one needs polarizers with a 
high extinction ratio, and for spectroscopic ellipsometry also a good 
transmittance over the energy range of interest. This limits the choice of 
polarizers considerably. 
Gian - Thompson prisms with a useful diameter of 11mm and a length of 
30mm were used from 0.5 - 3.9 eV. Their semi field angle was 10° and 
extinction ratio HT5. The extinction ratio obtainable with Gian - Thompsons 
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equals or exceeds that of any other polarizer, however above 4 eV the 
cement used in glueing the elements together becomes strongly absorbing. 
Therefore Gian prisms of similar dimensions were used from 3.9 - 6.0 eV. 
Their semi field angle was 8° and extinction ratio 10 -\ The prisms used are 
made out of calcite ( Iceland Spar ) which has a good transmittance between 
0.5 and 5.8 eV. 
Using these prisms care has to be taken that the divergence of the light 
beams is less then the semi field angle. It should also be remembered that 
the semi field angle is strongly wavelength dependent and can also be 
asymétrie along the crystal axis ( Bennet 1978 ). 
Also care should be taken that the unwanted ordinary ray which is internally 
reflected at the interface and absorbed or scattered at the side of the prism 
can't reach the detector, as this would reduce the extinction ratio 
considerable. Therefore in our case the distance between analyser and 
detector should be more than 10 cm and also before and after the analyser 
diaphragms are used ( King 1971 ). 
The analyser and polarizer are placed on a mounting which can be rotated 
using stepper motors. For the analyser one step corresponds to 0.°45 and for 
the polarizer one step corresponds to 0.ol. The reproducibility of settings is 
better than 0.o02. 
Ultra high vacuum system 
In order to incorporate techniques like LEED, Auger and sputtering in the 
equipment, an ultra high vacuum vessel was built which enables the 
application of these techniques. 
A 330 1/s Balzers turbomolecular pump with a 12m3/h two stage fore pump 
with a zeolite foreline trap was used for pumping. 
The windows Castelijns ( 1977 ) constructed, were used. They consist of 
plane parallel fused silica windows glued with epoxy on a viton o-ring which 
was itself glued on a stainless steel vacuum flange. In this way no strains are 
induced and no birefringence was observed. 
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This construction limits the bake out temperature to 150oC 
The pressure reached was typically in the low 10 ' Torr region, as measured 
with a Bayard Alpert ion gauge Small vibrations of the turbomolecular pump 
did not interfere with the ellipsometry experiment A Riber ion gun for in 
situ sputtering the samples with argon ions was built in. At a filament current 
of 3 8 A and an emission current of 10 mA the current through the sample at 
an argon pressure of 1 KT5 Torr would be 6μ A/cm With a sputtering yield 
of 5 per incident ion ( e g for silver ) with 600 eV ions this means that 
typically 3 monolayers per second are removed The samples are mounted on 
a specimenholder which allows rotation, translation and tilting of the sample. 
Also a liquid nitrogen cooling facility was attached to the sampleholder In a 
later stage a liquid helium flow cryostat was added which without radiation 
shields, reached 90 K. A problem in reaching lower temperature is also the 
relatively high thermal conduction of the manipulator A sample heater was 
constructed from 0 5 mm thermocoax wire, with 5 W power employed a 
temperature of 400° С was reached 
The temperature of the sample could be measured with a copper-constantane 
thermocouple or a platinum resistor. With an Anavac mass-spectrometer 
partial pressures were measured, the main residual gas at Ю-9 Torr was, as 
expected, hydrogen. Some water was also present 
The installation of LEED and Auger facilities on the system is in progress. 
This vacuum system was also used for the laser dcsorption of CFoBr from Ag 
and ZnSe crystals ( van der Heide 1985 ) 
Detectors 
From 0.5 up to 1.7 eV a PbS detector was used In this way changes of the 
order of 1% of the resistance of a PbS resistor of 4ΜΩ due to incident 
infrared radiation were measured. 
The light beam was chopped at a frequency of 480 Hz, around which 
frequency the detectors have an optimum gain To avoid losses an operational 
amplifier was built directly behind the PbS detector. This resulted in a much 
better performance in the infrared than before. 
I l l 
From 1.7 - 6.0 cV an EMI 9558 fotomullipiier tube with a fused silica window 
and an S20 cathode for the ultraviolet and the infrared region was used. 
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Figure 5: Reflectivity of NiSb between 4.0 and 5.4 V before A and after В 
the indicated changes. 
This multiplier tube showed no polarisation dependence and its behaviour 
was also linear for the light intensities used. 
Previously there had been various problems in the energy region above 4.7 
eV. Between 4.7 and 5.3 eV peaks were observed in ε, which were clearly not 
related to physical phenomena ( Wijers 1982 ). These problems were traced 
back to the photomultiplier; which showed a small negative offset on the 
measured intensities. In the region between 4.7 and 5.3 eV the measured 
intensities are always weak. This fact coupled with the strong wavelength 
dependence of the multiplier gain in that region and the negative offset 
produced exactly the peaks that were experimentally observed. 
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To cure this problem the high voltage on the multiplier was increased and 
also a magnetic focussing ring was added to the photomultiplier This ring 
reduced the effective area of the photocathode to 12 χ 12 mm and lowered 
the dark current 5 times Decreasing the photocathode area also avoids the 
pick up of scattered light After these changes the ellipsometer performed 
well up to 6 0 eV In figure (5) the performance of the ellipsometer before 
and after these changes is illustrated 
Microprocessor controller 
For this experiment a dedicated microcomputer based on the 6502 
microprocessor was constructed by the electronics workshop 
The controller is shown in figure 6 
For the communication with the microprocessor an ADM 3a terminal is used 
With this terminal also communication with an IBM 4341 computer at the 
central computer facility of the university is possible The controller controls 
through two VIA's the stepping motors of analyser and polarizer and the 
wavelength drive of the monochromator and the gain setting of the lock in 
A multiplying 12 bits digital analog converter AD 7542 is adjusted, acting as 
an attenuator , by the controller in 256 steps between total transmission and 
total blocking of the signal at its entrance This attenuator is adjusted in such 
a way that the resulting lock in output signal falls within a window of a few 
volt of optimal signal strength 
The output voltage of the lock-in enters a 13 bits analog-digital converter, 
AD 7550, and is integrated with a digital integrator sampling the signal every 
5 milliseconds Through one of the VIA's also an acoustic alarm in another 
room can be activated if something goes wrong or a measuring cycle is 
finished 
At this moment there are two measuring programs and a few gauge 
programs The programs, stored in 12k EPROM, are written in assembly 
One measuring program measures the light intensity for a fixed integration 
time, the other measures the light mtensity up to a chosen value, thus with a 
variable integration time 
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Figure 6: Schematic set up of ellipsometry microcomputer. 
The first method is most often used; a typical measuring cycle has the 
following form. On the terminal an energy interval is chosen. The 
microcomputer now prompts with several questions which have to be 
answered. After this a measuring cycle starts. The polarizer, analyser and 
wavelength are adjusted; the light intensity is measured for one second with 
the attenuator fully opened. The attenuator is adjusted in such a way, that at 
an integration time, typical 10-20 seconds, the lock in voltage falls in a chosen 
interval. This procedure is also followed for the other 15 polarizer and 
analyser settings that are necessary in our method at each selected 
wavelength. The resulting data, measured intensities, attenuator settings and 
the wavelength used, are recorded on a Philips mini digital tape recorder. 
When a run of a chosen wavelength region is completed, the data are 
transmitted to the IBM 4341 computer where further data reduction is carried 
out. 
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The second method, which uses a variable integration time is only used for 
very strong signals or when a quick survey is needed 
Software 
On the IBM 4341 computer Fortran programs were developed which are 
used for data reduction Routinely tan ψ, cos Δ and their estimated errors, as 
well as δ and δ are calculated 
a ρ 
Also Ε1(ω),ε2(ω), JDOS, reflectivity, skin depth, energy loss and the errors in 
these values are routinely calculated Also a program automatically calculates 
the errors in these values 
All the relevant parameters can be plotted on a HP 7470 plotter, using the 
device independent software library DISSPLA 
The combination of a microcomputer which controls the equipment and the 
use of a large computer for data reduction has proven itself to be a very 
efficient set up 
Error analysis 
The errors introduced by the stability of the electronic detection equipment, 
lamp stability, energy resolution and energy calibration of the 
monochromator are far less important than the other parameters involved. 
Careful adjustment of the components results in fullfilment of the sum rule 
and 180° rule within 1% Deviations Ь
л
 and óp, after careful alignment of the 
elements, are usually less than 0 o05 In practice therefore the values for δ,, 
and δρ provide a sensitive test of the results In practice larger deviations 
indicate faulty alignment (e.g. introduced when changing gratings ) . It is 
also possible that in those cases a stepper motor has received spurious pulses. 
Also in a cycle of 16 intensities an averaging of errors due to de deviation of 
sum rule or 180° rule and ôa and δρ automatically takes place. Therefore the 
main source of errors lies in the measurement of the angle of incidence ф. To 
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determine φ the difference between the angle indicated on the manipulator, 
when the light beam reflected by the sample is reflected back into the 
monochromator, and the angle read off in the measuring position is 
calculated. The uncertainty in this value is at least Ü.o05 which leads to 
deviations of about 1% in £2 and 2% in EI. Also in using a light beam which is 
slightly divergent instead of parallel, one has to deal with an effective angle 
of incidence. For a deviation of the order of Io this leads to an error of 0.5% 
in ε, and £2. Svitashev ( 1971,1973 ) shows that in the case of large angles of 
incidence, care has to be taken. 
The reproducibility of our data was confirmed by measuring a NLAl single 
crystal 0 3.5 mm and a NuAl polycrystalline sample 0 8 mm. Both samples 
were from the same melt and received identical polishing treatments. The 
values for ε, and £2 agreed to 1%. therefore it is concluded that the 
ellipsometer provides accurate values of E2 and ε, up to 1% accuracy for 
samples receiving identical sample treatment over the whole energy range 
used. 
However much larger differences between samples having experienced 
different surface treatments are found. This will be discussed in the next 
section. 
В 3.3 Sample effects 
It is well known that sample quality has a large influence on measured optical 
constants ε,ίω) and £2(0)). As the penetration depth, the skin depth, of light 
varies for metals typically from several thousands of Angstroms in the 
infrared to a few hundred Angstrom in the ultraviolet, ellipsometry is 
inherently a surface sensitive technique, although not as sensitive as the 
photoemission experiment described previously. Thus care should be taken in 
sample surface preparation. 
As can be seen in the littérature e.g. Weaver ( 1981 ), there is quite a large 
spread in experimental data between various investigations. As the samples 
measured vary from unannealed thin films, polycrystalline bulk materials to 
annealed single crystals measured in air or under ( ultra high ) vacuum 
conditions this is not surprising. Also the risk of hidden systematic errors in 
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the equipment should not be underestimated. 
Of the possible effects, the following are the most important. A stressed 
surface layer, i.e. lattice disorder, may be present due to the polishing 
process. For interband transitions this leads to a peak broadening and 
consecutively a reduction of peak heights. 
Surface roughness, defined as the mean height of irregularities above an 
average plane and the correlation length between these irregularities e.g. 40Â 
for well polished optical flats ( Bennett 1967 ), can also influence the results. 
Ellipsometry is less sensitive to roughness compared to other techniques. At 
an angle of incidence of 70° the effect is reduced by a factor cos 70°, as was 
deduced e.g.for Gaussian surface roughness (Bennett 1967). 
Also the fact that the scattered light is not preferentially polarized in one 
direction and thus leads only to an increased background is in favour of 
ellipsometry. 
Inevitably also oxide layers, mostly less than 50À thick, are present. 
Surface segregation, as discussed in the photoemission section, can be 
neglected as this only involves the first few atomic layers. 
Aspnes ( 1980 b ) has made an extensive study of sample effects on gold 
measurements. He found that in the interband region the discrepancies in εί'"' 
and εΗ can be explained by the presence of voids in the material. He 
concludes that a one parameter effective medium model ( Aspnes 1979 ) 
using the fraction of voids present in the material can explain the differences 
between the measured experimental data. In this model the values of e, 
increase and of t2 decrease with an increasing number of voids. The decrease 
of £2 is readily seen, as more voids means less polarizeable material per unit 
volume, so a lower value of ег. His work implies that different E2 spectra 
differ only by a scaling factor, in agreement with general observations that 
spectral features such as peak positions are not changed. The quality of data 
is thus enhanced going from unannealed thin film to annealed bulk single 
crystals. 
The main source of error for good quality annealed samples in the Drude 
region is attributed to surface roughness. This roughness increases surface 
scattering and in this way, due to the decrease of the scattering time τ, leads 
to an increase of the Drude tail in £2. Surface roughness can be described in 
the void model as an overlayer of an effective medium with more voids than 
the substrate. He also concludes that differences between the data of 
Winsemius ( 1973 ) and others are due to increased roughening due to the 
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annealing process 
So the best results in the interband region are obtained for annealed bulk 
single crystals The parameters ω
Γ
 and τ found for the Drude region however 
may by wrong due to increased roughening due to the annealing process 
Van Engen ( 1983 ) measured the effect of the use of various sizes of 
diamond powder on the optical properties of nickel He found that the 
absolute values of E2 could vary up to 10% but that structures and their 
positions did not change He also calculated the effect of a 30Á oxidation 
layer, which leads to the same results 
Vedam ( 1972,1976 ) used elhpsometry to charatense defects in silicon 
surfaces He found that, for silicon, the results for samples polished using up 
to Ιμιπ diamond paste were worse than the ones on samples which were 
afterwards etched After etching however also an oxide overlayer is present 
and also the samples were not as flat and mirror like as previously, which can 
influence the experimental results Also on cleaved unannealed silicon 
surfaces large differences due to dislocations were observed 
Smith ( 1976 ) finds for aluminium that during chemical etching surface 
roughness increases linearly with etch time, with the consecutive decrease and 
broadening of 62 peaks 
Hunden ( 1980 ) discusses the optics of rough surfaces, discontinuous films 
and heterogeneous materials from the view point of the industrial interest in 
heterogeneous materials for e g solar energy applications He finds that the 
effects of heterogeneity is negligible for single crystals, but can change optical 
properties orders of magnitude for materials of practical interest e g nickel 
impregnated A L O , 
Even in the case of copper (110), which was cleaned under ultra high vacuum 
conditions and characterized by Auger spectroscopy, Bootsma ( 1982 ) 
observed differences in E2 up to 10% in the spectral range of 1 5 to 2 0 cV 
between measurements in which the sample was 90° rotated perpendicular to 
the surface This is attributed to the optical anisotropy of the clean surface 
Concludingly it can be said that structures and peak positions, on which the 
work described in this thesis concentrates, are relative insensitive to 
preparation techniques Absolute values of the optical constants may differ up 
to 10% in value depending on the samples and sample preparation 
techniques The most reliable absolute values of materials are obtained on 
single crystals which are cleaned and characterised under ultra high vacuum 
conditions 
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The samples used were spark cut, and polished using successively finer 
powders down to 1цт diamond powder. In between the samples were often 
vacuum annealed. Also routinely Laue photographs were taken of the 
samples. Immediately after the polishing the samples were rinsed in alcohol 
and introduced into the vacuum system, to avoid oxidation. 
Electropolishing or etching of the samples had to be avoided, as especially for 
the complex structures investigated good methods for electropolishing or 
etching, if there are any, are only found by trial and error. Also for the 
ternary materials investigated preferentially etching of one component is 
almost unavoidable. Also the samples often are not flat but rough after such 
treatment, which impairs the experimental acuracy. 
In order to get an idea of the influence of sample effects a Ni-,ΑΙ single 
crystal and a NLAl polycrystalline specimen of different diameters, from the 
same melt and having received identical surface treatment were measured. 
Also from the polycrystalline sample roughly 2μ was removed by means of 
low energy ion sputtering. The values found in these three cases for the 
optical constants agreed within a few percent of the average values. 
Structures were not influenced at all. 
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Abstract. In this paper we report ellipsometry measurements on ZrZn 2 at room temperature 
under ultra high vacuum conditions. The optical constants have been determined in the 
energy range 0.6-3.8 eV. The results are compared with calculated optical conductivity 
curves based on the recent band structure calculation of de Groot el al Peaks in the 
experimental optical conductivity at 0.92, 1.22 and 3.02 eV could be assigned to direct 
transitions, in agreement with the band model. 
1. Introduction 
There has been considerable interest in the compound ZrZnj in recent decades. This 
interest stems primarily from the fact that ZrZn2 shows ferromagnetism at low 
temperatures although it is made from 'non-magnetic' elements. Enz and Matthias (1978, 
1979) revitalised the interest in this compound by suggesting the possibility of finding 
p-state pairing superconductivity if the magnetism could be suppressed. 
In order to explain the physical properties of ZrZn2 two groups performed band-
structure calculations (Jarlborg et al 1981, de Groot et al 1980). The results of these 
calculations were in close agreement with each other. A good test of the reliability of band-
structure calculations at the Fermi energy is provided by de Haas-van Alphen 
measurements. De Haas-van Alphen measurements on ZrZn2 performed by van 
Ruitenbeek et al (1982) were in close agreement with the band-structure model. Optical 
experiments can, however, provide information on the bands at energies away from EF. 
Photoemission measurements can give direct information about the band structure, but 
because of experimental problems in obtaining a ZrZn2 crystal with a clean and 
stoichiometric surface, no photoemission experiments on ZrZn2 have been reported 
previously. Ellipsometry measurements are somewhat less demanding m terms of sample-
surface composition because of the much longer penetration depth of 1-4 eV photons 
compared with the escape length of the electrons in photoemission measurements 
(although care should still be taken). 
The optical constants of ZrZn2 reported by Veal et al (1971) were measured by means 
of reflectivity on a wrinkled foil and obtained by Kramers-Kronig analyses. These data 
were compared with an early band-structure calculation on ZrZn2 in which the zinc atoms 
were neglected (Koclling et al 1971). 
The advantage of ellipsometry measurements is that they provide the optical constants 
t Department of Physics. Slate University of New York, Buffalo. New York, USA 
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directly without relying on Kramers-Kronig analyses which—in principle—can only be 
performed exactly if measurements over the entire spectroscopic range are available 
2. Method 
2 I Fxpenment 
The optical constants of ZrZn2 were measured by means of photometric ellipsometry 
The basic set up is the one used by Castehjns et al (1975) and Castelijns (1977) 
Linearly polarised monochromatic light is incident on the sample and after reflection the 
light is polarised elliptically Measurement of the resulting intensity of the light for different 
analyser positions gives the information required to calculate the parameters tan ψ and 
cos Δ (Beattie 1955) from which the dielectric constants ε, and EJ can be determined 
brom the values of £2 obtained the optical conductivity and the joint density of states 
(JDOS) can be calculated The relation between £2 and these two quantities is given by 
JDOS=/iX j akô{Ei(k)-Ei{k)-hœ) = wiz1 (1) 
a = WE2 (2) 
where 1 and f denote initial and final states and hw the photon energy used 
In the past year several improvements have been made to the equipment, the most 
important being the addition of a microprocessor which now controls the measurements 
fully and transmits measured data on line to an IBM 4341 computer, where further data 
reduction is done It also allowed us to develop a new alignment method and also makes a 
much better error calculation possible 
Our equipment can be used from 0 6-6 0 eV, however, for the measurements described 
in this paper usable intensities were only available from 0 6-3 8 eV due to the smallness of 
the sample 
Light from a quartz halogen lamp or a xenon arc lamp is passed through a 
monochromator Glan-Thompson prisms or Gian prisms were used as polansers 
depending on the energy range used The resulting linearly polarised, monochromatic light 
is incident on the sample at an angle of roughly 70° 
The reflected light is passed through an analyser, identical to the polariser, and the 
resulting intensity of the light for different analyser settings is measured with a 
photomultiplier or a PbS cell depending on the energy range used 
The reproducibility of the polariser and analyser settings is approximately 0 03° 
Measurements were taken with an energy spacing of ООЗе , only in the strongly 
structured low energy region were steps of 0 01 eV or less used 
At a given energy, for two polariser settings ç>p, at + 45° and —45° with respect to the 
plane of incidence, the intensity after reflection is measured for eight analyser settings (0A 
45° apart From these 16 measured intensities 
Ι = Ι0(η)Ρ(δφΑ + JmTr, δφ^ + {ηπ, tan ψ, cos Λ) (3) 
with m = 1-8 and n= 1 and —I, four values for the ellipsometnc parameters tan ψ and 
cos Δ can be calculated using the formulae given by Beattie (1955) In formula (3) 
δφ
Α
(δφρ) are the deviations of the analyser (polariser) positions from the true values of 
<PA(.<PV) 
From the resulting values of tan ψ and cos Δ and the statistical error on these values 
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the dielectric constants ε, and 82, the JDOS (using the constant matrix element 
approximation), the optical conductivity, reflectivity and dielectric loss function and the 
errors in these derived quantities can be calculated and plotted routinely 
The ZrZnj sample used was grown as described by Mattocks and Dixon (1981) An 
area of 2 χ 1 mm2 of the crystal could be used for ellipsometry. Laue photographs of the 
sample indicated that it consists of two or three single crystals. It was polished using 
successively finer powders, finishing with 1 μτη diamond powder This resulted in a shiny 
surface of which 95% was perfect while the remainder had some scratches of the order of 
0 5 μπ\ and some pits of depth 8 /лп Immediately after polishing the sample was rinsed 
with pure alcohol and was introduced into an ion getter pumped vacuum system in which 
the measurements were performed at a pressure of 2 χ IO - 9 Torr. 
Because ZrZn2 has a cubic crystal structure (CI5) the dielectric constants can be 
calculated using the formulae for isotropic samples (Born and Wolf 1959). The values oft, 
and £2 arc plotted in figure 1. The errors in the measured values are a few per cent Some 
small structures can be seen in the graph of ε2. 
The JDOS, optical conductivity, dielectric loss function and reflectivity were also 
derived from the experimental data. No evidence for bulk or surface plasmons was found. 
The observed structure was the most clear in the optical conductivity, which is given in 
figure 2. A curve, which is also shown in figure 2, was fitted to the measured points using 
the least squares method For three parts of the spectrum, i.e. from 0 6-11 eV, from 
1 1-1 6 eV and from 2.4-3 6 eV, a good fit was obtained by fitting a Lorentzian on a 
parabolic background through each peak. Three peaks are clearly observable at 0 92, 1 22 
and 3 02 eV. The error in the positions is 0.03 eV. 
0 
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Figure 1. The real part of the dielectric constant ε, and the imaginary part of the dielectric 
constant e2 from the measured data 
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Figure 2. The optical conduclmiy of ZrZn2 from the experimental data (heavy full curve) 
and Trom the calculation (in arbitrary units; thin full curve) 
It was not possible to subtract a free-electron contribution (Drude term) from the 
measured data; to do this measurements at energies lower than 0.6 eV are necessary. 
2.2. Theory 
The optical conductivity was calculated from the band structure (de Groot el al 1980). The 
band structure along high-symmetry lines is shown in figure 3. There are 20 Zn d bands 
below the bottom of the panel. Bands 21 and 22 are mainly of Zn-type s, ρ character. The 
character of bands 23 and 24 shows strong dispersion, being of primarily Zr-type d 
character at L and also for band 24 at Γ. Elsewhere these bands are of mixed s, ρ 
character, centred on the Zr as well as the Zn sites. The wavefunctions of bands 25 and 26 
also have a strong к dependence. At Г and W the Zr-centred d character is the most 
important. At К and L the bands hybridise strongly, while at X the s, ρ character is 
dominant. Bands 27-30 are mainly Zr-centred d bands with various amounts of 
hybridisation. 
The calculation of the optical conductivity requires the knowledge of the eigenvalue 
spectrum at many к points. A direct first-principles calculation at so many к points is 
prohibitively expensive. In order to circumvent this problem the ten lowest APW value 
bands (21-30) at 89 к points were fitted to a Fourier series containing 44 stars. The error 
in the fit for the worst case was 41 meV and the RMS error was about 14 meV. In the 
Brillouin zone integration ¿th of the zone was divided into 2000 cubes. The eigenvalues at 
the corners of these cubes were obtained from the Fourier fit. Eigenvalues within a cube 
were obtained by Lagrange interpolation; 4000 random points per cube were used. In this 
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Figure 3. The band structure of ZrZn2 along high-symmetry lines (de Groot el al 1980). 
Three transitions are marked at 0.B3, 1 08 and 2 68 eV The band numbers arc circled; other 
numbers designate representations. 
way 8 x 1 0 ' semi-random points in ¿th of the Brillouin zone were used. The matrix 
elements were considered to be constant in this calculation. 
The calculated optical conductivity is also given in figure 2. It shows four clear peaks 
at 0.28, 0.83, 1.08 and 2.68 eV. The peak at 0.28 eV falls outside the spectroscopic range 
of our ellipsometer and will not be considered here. The program locates the points in the 
Brillouin zone where E„{k) — Em{k) is an extremum; from these we know where and 
between which bands the transitions corresponding to the peaks in the optical conductivity 
find their main contributions. The peak at 0.83 eV stems from transitions between band 27 
and band 30 at the edge of the zone near the D line (between W and K) but not exactly on 
it. The peak at 1.08 eV is caused by transitions between bands 28, 29 and 30 around the 
middle of the line. Transitions between initial bands 25 and 26 and final-state bands 27 and 
28 are responsible for the peak at 2.68 eV. There may also be a contribution from 
excitations from bands 25 and 26 to bands 31 and 32 around W at this excitation energy. 
These transitions are located around the point X in the Brillouin zone. These points are 
indicated by arrows in figure 3. 
3. Discussion 
The experimental optical conductivity shows primarily three peaks at 0.92, 1.22 and 
3.02 eV. The peak positions agree fairly well with the calculated peaks at 0.83, 1.08 and 
2.68 eV. The peak heights are rather different, however. The peak at 1.08 eV is calculated 
to be the strongest peak, while the measured peak at 1.22 eV is somewhat weaker than the 
other two. This discrepancy is without doubt due to our neglect of matrix elements in the 
calculation of the optical conductivity. 
Our experimental results are not in agreement with the values found by Veal et al 
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(1971), which no doubt can be attributed to their sample quality (a wrinkled foil of ZrZn2) 
and their experimental method which had to use the Kramers-Kromg relations Their 
theoretical optical conductivity, calculated neglecting the zinc atoms, also shows peaks at 
0 9 and 2 7 eV For other energies there is no agreement with our results, as could be 
expected because of the relative simplicity of their model 
Let us consider the peak positions in more detail The band structure calculation gave 
results in close agreement with DHVA data In this calculation the muffin tin approximation 
within the muffin tin spheres was used Corrections to the muffin tin form of the potential 
are expected to be small in this compound (de Groot and Janner 1984) Moreover, in the 
isoelectromc isostructural compound TiBcj the non muffin tin corrections could be 
deduced from DHVA experiments (van Ruitenbeek et al 1984), and were found to be small 
(87 meV) Moreover, non muffin tin corrections will not influence the transition at 1 08 eV 
and will influence the transitions at 0 83 and 2 68 eV only slightly Comparison between 
the experimental and theoretical peak positions shows that the calculated peak positions 
are consistently too small by about 10% Relaxation effects accompanying optical 
excitations are expected to be important if the degree of localisation of initial and final 
states is different (Williams et al 1975) Since this is not the case here, we do not expect 
these effects to play a major role It is well known that the local density approximation 
leads to empty states consistently too low in energy We conclude that the discrepancy 
between the calculated and experimental peak positions is probably due to the local density 
approximation 
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Absiracl. The oplic.il tonsi.mi!. ol N13 Al from 0 5 10 5 3 eV ha\e bn.n dclcrinin<.d bj incjii> 
of spectroscopic ellipsonnir) al room lemper.iiurc under ultra high \acuum condinuns 
Measurements «en. performed on j single cr>stal and a pnlM.r)stallinL sample u h u h t.ne 
idcnucal results I he results are compared with optical propLrlies calculated I rom the band 
structure calculation bj Uuilmg t í al The experimental results an. in good agreemim with 
the predictions from (he band structure calculation 
1. Introduction 
There is still considerable debate about the nature of magnetic phase transitions in metallic 
compounds, such as the transition from exchange-enhanced paramagnetism to weak 
ferromagnetism in N13AI The weak itinerant fcrromagnet N13AI has received quite a lol of 
aitenlion over the last fifleen years because of its low 7^  of 40 К Various types of 
experiment have been performed on N^AI, for example measurements of magnetic 
properties (de Boer 1969, Buis 1979), low-temperature specific heal (de Dood and de 
Châtel 1973) and neutron scattering (Bernhoeft el al 1983). Several band structure 
calculations have been performed (Fletcher 1972, Hackenbrachl and Kubier 1980, Bulling 
ei al 1983) The reliability of these band slruciures was tested by de Haas-van Alphen 
measurements (Lonzanch et al 1982), which give information about electrons al £F 
Angle integrated XPS measurements were performed by Fuggle el al (198І), which 
gave the density of stales below £
г
. Their measurements showed that the XPS valence 
band spectra of N13AI are dominated by peaks from nickel d bands, which are shifted 
roughly 0.5 eV away from EF with respect to nickel 
Optical studies such as spectroscopic ellipsometry give information about mtraband 
and interband transitions, which can be compared directly with theoretical results 
calculated from band slruciures to give mformalion about states several eV below £F The 
skin depth in most materials for light in the range 0.5-6 0 eV varies from several thousand 
to several hundred angstroms. These measurements are less scnsilivc to surface eiïecls 
than are photocmission experimcnis, which is a considerable advantage for the study of 
compounds whose surfaces are not easily obtained in a stoichiometric and clean condition 
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2. Experiment 
The equipment used for measuring the optical properties consists of a photometric 
ellipsometer, which under ultra-high vacuum conditions gives best results in the range 
0.5-5.6 eV. 
This ellipsometer has been described elsewhere (see, e.g, van der Heide el al 1984). 
Linearly polarised light is incident on the sample at an angle of 70° The resulting 
intensities of the light reflected by the sample are measured at discrete positions of a 
rotatable analyser. 
From these data the cllipsomelnc parameters tan ψ and cos Δ (Beatile 1955) can be 
calculated and they enable us to delermine the dielectric constants (,, and /., Because 
N13AI has a cubic crystal structure (FCC, Си3 A U structure) the dielectric constants can be 
calculated using the formulae for isotropic materials (Born and Wolf 1959). To compare 
the measurements with band-structure calculations we also derived the joint density of 
states (JDOS) and the optical conductivity, in which elTects of the band structure are most 
clearly pronounced. 
The relation between t^ and іЬсье two quantities is given by 
JDOS = A Y(dk ô{E,(k) - E, (к) - ήω) = ω2 Cj ( 1 ) 
ι г 
σ = ωε2 (2) 
where ι and f denote initial and final slates and Λω is the photon energy used. 
In the measurements energy spaemgs of 0.03 eV were used in the visible and ultraviolet 
parts ol the spectrum and spacings of 0 01 eV in the infrared. 
Measurements were made on a large polycryslallmc s;implc (diameter 8 mm) and а 
small single crystal (diameter 3.5 mm). The samples were grown by means of the 
Bridgcman technique. The starting material consisted of 25 2 at % Al and 74 8 ai.% N1 
This charge was put in an alumina crucible enclosed in a graphite tube, which was heated 
by Rr currents. Both crucible and graphite tube were kept under a constant flow of pure 
cirgon (99 998%) 
The homogeneity of the sample was improved by turning the ingot and remelling twice. 
The resulting rod was annealed for nine hours at 1350 0 C under the same conditions The 
samples used in the experiment were spark cut from this rod and then annealed at 1270 °C 
for two hours To reduce possible carbon contamination of the sample they also were 
annealed under a wet hydrogen atmosphere at 1000 0 C. 
Laue photographs of the single crystal gave sharp reflections, indicating it to be a single 
crystal The polycryslallmc sample was also shown lo be truly polycrystallmc. 
Finally the samples were polished using several powders, ending with 1 μπ\ diamond 
powder This resulted in perfectly shiny silver-like surfaces. Immcdialcly after polishing, 
the samples were introduced into an ultra high vacuum system and measurements were 
performed at a pressure of 10" ' Torr. In order to check the accuracy we performed the 
measurements on two different samples—a polycrysiallme sample and a single crystal 
which came from the same melt and received identical treatment The resulting 
measurements were in excellent agreement with each other, and we were able to reproduce 
the curves for ι.,, / j and the optic.il conductivity to within 1% 
The large polycrysiallme sample was sputtered for several hours at ΙΟμΑ cm'1 by 
600 eV argon ions in order to remove possible oxide layers This, even in ihe high-energy 
range, gave results which reproduced the other measurements to wiihm 1% 
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This is in agreement with expectations of an oxide layer of at most 50 A. which is much 
Іеьь than the skin depth at the energies used (several hundred Λ or more) l :ur the single 
crystal the full energy range of our elhpsometer could not be used due to the resulting loss 
of light intensity after reflection from the small surface (10 mm2). It could be measured up 
to 4 5 eV. The resulting dielectric constants are shown in figure 1. 
The optical conductivity is given in figure 2 along with the calculated jDOS/ω. It clearly 
shows a large, broad peak centred at 4.32 eV. There is also a small shoulder which starts at 
0.72 eV, ends at 1.10 eV and has a maximum at 0.86 eV; this shoulder is discernible in 
figure 2 ι its position is marked with an arrow. In the experimental results as presented in 
figures 1 and 2 a Drude term, due to intraband transitions, is present and gives rise to a 
structureless background, which is large only in the infrared region In order to check the 
Drude behaviour of N i j A l a plot of (ішс
г
 against —e, (Argand diagram) was made. In 
the low-energy region before the onset of interband transitions the Argand diagram 
gives the following relation. /¡ωι.2(ω)-(Ιι/τ)(οι.\ - ι.,(ωί) where r denotes the scallering 
time and ôcbt is a constant contribution to L, which, due to the Kramers-Kromg relations. 
arises from interband transition at high energies. This diagram yielded values of 
<к? = 20 1 4 and r = ( 1 . 0 i 0 . 5 ) x IO"15 s. A fit was made to i 2 in the region 0.5-0.7 eV, 
assuming perfect Drude behaviour and the absence of interband transitions, this leads to 
(üp -(13.5 I 0.5) χ I01 3 s" ' and r-=(3 4 j 0 3) χ I O - 1 6 s Clearly the values jrc not in 
agreement, and the value found for г by the latter method is very short. The deviations 
can be explained by the fact that intcrband transitions start at very low energies. This is 
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Figure I. The real pan of ihe dielectric сопыат L, and the imaginary part of (he dielecinc 
consuni ι J from I lie measured data 
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Figure 2. The optical conduciivity of NijAI from the experimental dala (dob) and the 
joos/a> from the calculaliun (full curve arbitrary unib). 
also the case for other d-band metals, e.g. nickel. It was not possible to separate the 
Drude and inlerband contributions further in the low-energy ranges. 
3. Theory 
The band structure along the high-symmetry lines is shown in figure 3. It is based on the 
self-consistent calculation of Buiting et al (1983). They used the ASW method of Williams 
et al (1979). The lattice constant used in the calculation (3.525 À) was obtained by 
minimising the self-consistent total energy and is slightly smaller than the experimental 
value (3.568 À). The energy-level diagram of figure 3 is the same in topology and 
connectivity as those presented by Hackenbracht and К übler 0980) bul deviales from the 
much simpler treatment of Fletcher (1972). 
In figure 2 the combined resulls for the experimental optical conductivity and 
iheorelical JDOs/ω are shown. The JDOS/OI resembles the optical conductivity when the 
matrix elements are considered (o be constant. The iheorelical юоа/ш was calculated on 
basis of the band structure given in figure 3, using the same method as van der Heide ci al 
(1984). The JDOS/OÍ was derived from ihe JDOS, which we oblained by inlegralion over 
eight million pseudo-random points in the irreducible wedge (¿ih) of the simple cubic 
Brillouin zone. To make these large-scale calculaiions possible on a reasonable lime scale 
wc undertook the following steps. The lowest 22 bands, resulting from the ASW calculaiion 
were lined to Fourier series containing 40 stars of reciprocal lauicc vectors. The fu was 
made lo 89 λ-poinls in the irreducible wedge, obtaining a KMS error of about I mKyd. The 
fit was worst at points where bands cross and it could, in some cases, become as high as 
10 mRyd. 
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Figure 3. The b j n d structure υΙ N i j A l along ihc higli-symmciry lines. The bhadcd лгелъ 
indicale ihe Iransitions eoninhulinp (o (he pejkb in (he lhcnre[ic;il curve al .1 4 ami Ί 4 eV. 
The heavier bliaJing indicale^ Ігапыііопь from bandi 5 and 6; (he ligluer shading rel er ь ι υ 
tranbilions from bands 3 and 4. The Iranbitions contributing Ю the peak al U.68 eV in ihc 
ihcorcncal curve arc mdicaled b) arrows ( < ) 
Having obtained a good representation for the relevant energy bands in this way, the 
irreducible wedge was divided into 2000 small cubes and the eigenvalues at the corners of 
the cubes were calculated with the Fourier expansion. By using Lagrange interpolation we 
obtained the eigenvalues at 4000 random points inside each cube. 
The essence of the calculation is then to make a histogram, sampling the quantity 
Е„(к)-Е
т
(к) for all / ι , m € {1, 2 , . . . , 22) and all k in the ¿ ih of the Brillouin zone. The 
sampling was done with weight one, i.e. the elements of the transition matrix were 
considered to be constant. 
The program also had the possibility of tracing which bands and ¿-points contribute to 
a certain peak in the JDOS or jDOS/ω. The identifications wc made in this way for certain 
peaks are indicated by the shaded areas and arrows in the energy-level diagram of figure 3. 
4. Discussion 
The experimental optical conductivity declines from 0.5 eV to :i clear miniimmi at 2.KO eV. 
This first part of the optical conductivity contains a Drude contribution and a contribution 
from inlcrband transitions. The shoulder at 0.8ii eV in the experimental curve, indicated by 
an arrow in figure 2, possibly represents the peaks in the theoretical curve in this energy 
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region. The peaks represent transitions from bands 8, 9, 10, I I and 12 to band 16 near Γ 
or from bands 15 and 16 to 17 near X, as indicated m figure 3. 
The deviations from classical Drude behaviour can be explained by the fact that direct 
mierband transitions for Ni] Al start at very low energies, as predicted by the calculation. 
The minimum at 2.80 eV is also present m the theoretical curve. 
Between 2.8 and S.3 eV we find a pronounced peak in the optical conductivity, which 
we identify as transitions between bands 5 and 6 (as well as 3 and 4) and bands 14, 15 and 
16 in the neighbourhood of the point Γ. Transitions from bands 5 and 6 are indicated by 
the areas with heavy shading, and transitions from bands 3 and 4 by the areas with lighter 
shading. 
The peak centred at 3.4 eV in the theoretical curve in figure 2 results from a transition 
from bands 5 and 6, while the theoretical peak at 3 9 eV results from transitions Irom 
bands 3 and 4. The final and initial stales involved in these transitions have mainly nickel d 
character, although bands 3 and 4 also contain weak aluminium d states and are therefore 
comparable with the optical results for pure nickel as we will see later. 
The shift between the experimental and theoretical peaks is roughly 0.7 cV. We assume 
that both peaks in the theoretical curve (at 4 4 and 3 9 eV) contrihulc to the broad 
expei inienlal peak al 4.32 eV. I he centi с υΙ gravity υΙ the ihcoietical contribution would 
be at 3.6 eV. This would imply ¡ι shift of about 0 7 eV. 
This shift can be partly explained by the lact that constant matrix elements were 
assumed in the calculation This assumption infiuences peak heights severely and peak 
positions by a few tenths of 1 cV. Many-body effects may also influence the peak position. 
The structure observed in the optical conductmly is due to transitions between states 
of mainly nickel character. It is therefore interesting to compare our results on N13AI with 
earlier results on nickel (Ehrenrcich el al 1963, Wang and Callaway 1974, Stoll and Jung 
1979). In doing (his we see a clear resemblance between the curves of the optical 
conductivity for Ni and N13AI, which have qualitatively the same form. Nickel also shows 
a broad peak at 4.7 eV, although shifted 0.3 eV with respect to N13 Al In the infrared range 
nickel shows two sharp peaks at 0.3 and 1.4 eV. In Ni 3 Al there is also structure 111 this 
region, although not so pronounced as in N1: N13 Al shows a small shoulder with a 
maximum at 0.86 eV. 
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Abstract. In this Letter we report ellipsometry measurements on polycrystalline samples of 
NiMnSb and PtMnSb at room temperature under ultra high vacuum conditions From these 
measurements the optical constants of the two materials were determined in the energy range 
0 5-5 3 eV. The measured optical conductivities are in reasonable agreement with the optical 
conductivities calculated from the band structures by de Groot The band gap for the 
minority spin direction is clearly observed and can be brought into agreement with the band 
structure calculations by consideration of spin-orbit splitting 
Considerable interest has focused on the Heusler (1903) CI,, compounds NiMnSb and 
PtMnSb. The latter compound shows the highest magneto-optical Kerr effect of all 
materials at room temperature (van Engen et al 1983). A subsequent study of the 
electronic structure of these compounds by de Groot et al ( 1983) revealed a rather unusual 
situation. They found that both compounds are metallic for one spin direction while at the 
same time they show semiconducting properties for the opposite spin direction. This 
phenomenon was called half-metallic ferromagnetism. It is also related to the high 
magneto-optical Kerr effect in PtMnSb (de Groot et al 1984). Ellipsometry had already 
been performed on NiMnSb and PtMnSb by van Engen (1983). The main purpose of these 
measurements was to allow the calculation of the off-diagonal elements of the dielectric 
tensor complementing magneto-optical experiments. These measurements, however, were 
not performed under vacuum conditions and no effort was made to relate them to band-
structure calculations. The main source of error in the values of the non-diagonal matrix 
elements δ of the dielectric tensor ε is inaccuracy in the values for the dielectric constants 
ε, and Ег. Therefore an independent determination of ε! and ε] makes a comparison with 
the values for ó found by van Engen (1983) possible. 
The equipment used for measuring the optical properties consists of a photometric 
ellipsometer which, under ultra-high vacuum conditions, gives reliable results from 
0.5-5.6 eV. This ellipsometer has been described elsewhere (van der Heide et al 1984a). 
Linearly polarised light is incident on the sample at an angle of 70°. The resulting 
intensities of the light reflected by the sample are measured at discrete positions of a 
rotatable analyser. 
From these data the ellipsometric parameters tan ψ and cos Δ (Beattie 1955) can be 
calculated and they enable us to determine the dielectric constants ει and ε]. To compare 
the measurements with band-structure calculations, derived quantities were also 
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calculated—the most important ones being the optical conductivity a and the joint density 
of sta'tes (JDOS) 
The relation between £2 and these two quantities is given by 
JDOS = Λ Χ Γ d*<S(£r(Jfc) - £, (к) - Αω) = ω 2 ε2 ( 1 ) 
ι f •) 
а = а>е
г
 (2) 
where ι and f denote initial and final states and hca is the photon energy used. 
The reflectivity and the energy loss function (fi«,) were also calculated. The energy 
loss function is defined by 
Еъ..=е
г
/Ь]+еІ). (3) 
The spectra were recorded with photon energy increments of 0.01 eV up to 2.00 eV, of 
0 02 eV between 2.0 and 2.4 eV and of 0.03 eV above this photon energy. 
In recent measurements on N13AI (van der Heide et al 1984b) the reproducibility of 
values of ε, and £3 for different samples which were polished in an identical way was 
shown to be 1%. 
The samples were prepared by arc melting, using starting materials of 99.99% purity. 
X-ray diffraction was used to check the single phase condition of the samples. To prepare 
an appropriate piece for our experiments the samples were spark-cut. The resulting spark-
machined surfaces were polished with successively finer powders, ending with 1 μτη 
diamond powder. 
For NiMnSb this resulted in a perfectly shiny surface of 8 mm diameter. The measured 
deviation between the centre and rim of the sample was 0.27 μνη, giving an optically flat 
sample. Laue photographs of the NiMnSb sample showed it to consist of a few grains only. 
After polishing, the PtMnSb surface (about 32 mm2 in size) showed a few holes (of 
diameter 60 μπι) due to vapour inclusions and the presence of 1-2% of a second phase, 
which had escaped detection by x-ray diffraction. Laue photographs indicated that the 
sample was truly polycrystalline. Immediately after polishing, the samples were rinsed with 
pure ethanol and introduced into a turbomolecular pumped vacuum system, in which the 
measurements were performed at a pressure of 2 χ 10~' Torr. 
Because both samples have a cubic crystal structure (Heusler Cl b ) the dielectric 
constants could be calculated using the formulae for isotropic samples (Born and Wolf 
1959). The values of ε, and Ег are plotted in figure 1. Some structure can be seen in these 
graphs. As structures due to interband transitions are most clearly seen in the optical 
conductivity, this quantity was calculated from the measured data. 
To separate the free-electron contribution (Drude term), which is only large in the 
infrared region, from the contribution due to interband transitions we calculated the 
plasma frequency ω
ρ
 and the scattering time r, which determine the Drude behaviour. This 
was done by fitting an ideal Drude term to the measured C2 data in the low-energy region 
and by constructing a plot of ήωε2(ω) against — ε! (ω) (Argand diagram). 
For NiMnSb this resulted in r=(1.4±0.2)x 10" 1 3 s and Acop=(4.9±0.2)eV. For 
PtMnSb the values were τ=(8 ± 1 ) χ 10 " " s and Αω
ρ
 = (6.1 ± 0.4) eV. 
The optical conductivity calculated from a Drude curve with the above parameters was 
subtracted from the measured optical conductivity. These conductivities and the curves 
describing the difference between the fit and the measurements are shown in figures 2(a) 
and (¿>) for NiMnSb and PtMnSb respectively. 
Qualitatively, the spectra of NiMnSb and PtMnSb look rather similar. The onset of 
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Figure I . The real ( ε ι ) and imaginary (cj) parts of the dielectric constants from the measured 
data for (a) NiMnSb and (b) PtMnSb. 
interband transitions occurs at 0.7 eV for NiMnSb in the optical conductivity region, after 
correcting for the Drude contribution. There is a shoulder at 2.00 eV and a broad peak at 
3.20 eV. In the higher-energy range there is a small broad peak at 4.60 eV. For PtMnSb 
the onset of interband transitions occurs at 0.90 eV. The optical conductivity of PtMnSb 
also shows peaks at 3.40 eV and 5.16 eV. 
2 3 t 5 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 2. The optical conductivity a of (a) NiMnSb and (b) PtMnSb from the experimental 
data (dotted curve). The thick Tuli curve represents the optical conductivity as calculated Tor 
a Drude fit. The thin full curve is the optical conductivity as measured minus the optical 
conductivity calculated according to Drude. 
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The reflectivity as calculated from the measurements shows a rapid decline for both 
materials For NiMnSb it reaches a minimum of 41% at 1 55 eV and for PtMnSb a 
minimum of 37% at 1 92 eV At higher energies the reflectivity of NiMnSb varies between 
38% and 42% The reflectivity of PtMnSb varies between 35% and 42% at energies above 
1 92 eV, with a local maximum at 3 4 eV 
The energy loss function shows a sharp peak for NiMnSb at 1 34 eV (ε, = 0 at 
1 36 eV), and for PtMnSb at 1 68 eV (ε, =0 at I 66 eV) At these energies Cj is also small, 
and therefore these peaks are attributed to a plasmon being shifted in energy because of the 
interband transitions 
From our measured values of ε, and ε2 for PtMnSb we also calculated the quantity 
Im(<5), using the values for Kerr rotation and ellipticity given by van Engen el al (1983). 
The energies of the maximum and minimum of the resulting curve are in good agreement 
with those given by van Engen (1983), but with respect to the magnitude of Im(<5) there are 
differences, particularly at energies below 2 eV In this region our equipment can be 
considered more reliable than that used in the earlier work 
The optical conductivity was calculated from the band structures by de Groot (1983, 
1984) using the same method as described before (van der Heide et al 1984a). The 
resulting theoretical optical conductivities for minority and majority spins are given in 
figure 3 
In both materials the majority spins only contribute to a relatively smooth, 
structureless background In NiMnSb the threshold energy for the minority spins at 1.2 eV 
is seen clearly This is followed by a peak at 1 95 eV which extends from 1.8-2.3 eV. In 
addition there is a steep peak at 3 03 eV which extends from 2 4-3.7 eV. In PtMnSb the 
contribution of the minority spins starts slowly at 1 0 eV and becomes stronger at 1 32 eV 
There are also two broad peaks, one extending from 2 0-3 3 eV, the other extending from 
4 3-5 0eV 
The gross features of the optical conductivity are fairly well reproduced by the 
calculation The peaks at higher energies (which all originate from transitions from states 
of primarily Sb character to Mn d states at various places in the Bnllouin zone) arc rather 
well reproduced, albeit with less structure than found with the calculation This may stem 
from the assumption of constant matrix elements in our calculation of the JDOS The peak 
between 4.3 and 5 OeV for PtMnSb arises from transitions of Pt d to Mn d bands, the 
corresponding transitions for NiMnSb of Ni d to Mn d bands fall under the peak at 3 0 eV 
The assumption of constant matrix elements and the fact that here mainly d to d 
transitions are involved would explain the differences between the experimental and the 
theoretical curves from 4.0-5 0 eV. The biggest discrepancy is in the position of the 
minority band edge, which is found experimentally to be somewhat smaller in PtMnSb but 
considerably smaller in NiMnSb than the theoretical values. This discrepancy could well be 
due to the spin-orbit interaction, not included in the calculation of the JDOS The 
spin-orbit interaction splits the top of the valence band Γ in the semiconducting spin 
direction into three equidistant singlets (de Groot et al 1984). The size of this spin-orbit 
interaction is about the same in both compounds, since the wavefunction character of the 
states at the top of the valence band is made of primarily Sb ρ states in both cases The 
position of the Fermi energy in the two cases is different, however. In PtMnSb the Fermi 
level is situated only just above the top of the Sb-dominated valence band. Spin-orbit 
interaction makes the m = +1 state cross the Fermi energy and it thus ceases to be available 
as an initial state for an optical transition (this phenomenon is also related to the high 
magneto-optical Kerr effect in PtMnSb) In NiMnSb, however, the position of the Fermi 
energy is much higher in the gap and closer to the conduction band, and inclusion of the 
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Figure 3. The optical conductivity a of (a) NiMnSb and (b) PtMnSb calculated from the 
band structures for both minority and mqjonty spins. 
spin-orbit interaction will not then lead to an overlap of valence band and Fermi energy. 
The consequence is that the spin-orbit interaction would reduce the gap in NiMnSb by 
0.25 eV while the effect in PtMnSb should be considerably less. This explains the different 
behaviours of PtMnSb and NiMnSb in the measured data but gives no explanation for the 
remaining difference of 0.2 eV for the onset of the interband transitions. The remaining 
difference of 0.2 eV is of the order of the experimental accuracy of the determination of 
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the gap Also the local density approximation and relaxation efTects could explain the 
difTerence. 
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В 4.4 
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Abstract: 
The optical properties of LaB6 and CeBfl were investigated using spectroscop­
ic ellipsometry. The results were compared with bandstructure calculations. 
The main features of the spectra of both materials originate from optical tran­
sitions starting at the same В levels. A sharp peak in the Joint Density of 
States for CeB6 around 0.5 eV is observed. 
1. Introduction 
The hexaborides have received considerable attention over the years both 
from an industrial and from a pure scientific point of view. LaB ,^ is a refrac­
tory compound with a low workfunction. It is very suitable as an electron 
beam source which can be used at relative low temperatures and which 
posesses a high brightness. CeB6 has similar properties. 
However, it is intriguing to look after the behaviour of the 4f electron. It 
presents a case which is intermediate between itinerant and localized. We 
summarise some of the properties belonging specific to CeB
n
. At high tem­
peratures, Τ larger than about 50 К and low fields one observes a Curie 
Weiss law behaviour of the susceptibility; an effective moment is obtained, 
being slightly lower than the moment of a free Ce-1"1" ion, 2.32 vs 2.54 μ
Β
. At 
low temperatures and low fields the material orders antiferromagnetically, 
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TN=2K in zero field is obtained bor a general field at low Τ an interesting 
set of magnetic phases is observed We refer to the work by Kasuya (1983) 
Steglich (private comm ) determined the linear term in the specific heat at Τ 
about 1 К to be large and strongly dependent on a magnetic field One 
infers a strong variation of the electronic contribution to the specific heat 
when a field is applied 
In ordei to investigate the electronic properties of the materials LaBh has 
been investigated by means of several surface sensitive techniques UPS 
(Aono 1979), XPS (Nishitani 1980) Also De Haas Van Alphen measure­
ments were performed on LaBj, and CeBfi (Arko 1976, van Deursen 1982, 
van Deursen 1985) Bandstructure calculations exist for LaB6 (Hasegawa 
1977, Arko 1976) and tor CeB
n
 (Yanase 1982) 
Ellipsometry measurements were performed on CcB6 and LaBf, in order to 
investigate any differences between both compounds spectroscopically The 
experimental data obtained in ellipsometry experiments give information 
about the bandstructure several electronvolts below and above E
r
 Especially 
for complex materials, which are more difficult to study in photoemission ex­
periments, ellipsometry is a good method e g (van der Heide 1984, 1985 
a,b) For LaB6 optical properties were determined by several authors using 
reflectivity measurements (Kierzek 1969, Gurin 1980, Shelykh 1981) These 
results are less reliable, as they need Kramers-Kronig relations to calculate 
the dielectric constants 
2. Method 
2.1 Experiment 
For the measurements a spectroscopic ellipsomcter was used, with a range 
from 0 5 - 6 0 eV The equipment has been described elsewhere (van der 
Heide 1984) 
From the experimental data the dielectric constants ε
ι
 and ετ are calculated 
directly Also other quantities such as reflectivity, optical conductivity and 
skin depth can be obtained For a comparison with bandstructure calcula­
tions the Joint Density of States (JDOS) and the optical conductivity о are 
the most important quantities When one assumes constant matrix elements 
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for the optical transitions one has 
J D O S - A ^ j k ù [БД*) E.OO-hio] -ω :ε2 
where ι and f denote the initial and final states involved As CeBj, and I aB
n 
have a cubic crystal structure the clielectiie constants can be calculated using 
the (ormulae for isotropic samples (Born and Wolt 19^9) However it is by 
no means certain that the approximation ol constant matrix elements is valid 
in the case where 4f-states are involved 
The samples used were single cnstals with a diameter ol 4 mm and the sur-
face normal along the (100) avis 
The samples were polished using down to 1 urn diamond powder Immedi 
ately after polishing the samples were introduced m the vacuum svstem The 
values ol tj and ε^  for L aBf, and CcBh are given in ligure la and lb respec­
tively 
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Figure 1 The dielectric constants ε, and ετ of LaB6 and CeB6 
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The errors in the measured values are a lew percent I he optical conductivi­
ties of LaB(1 and CeBh are given in ligure 2a and 2b These spectra look verv 
similar The main features ol the LaB6 spectrum are a broad peak extending 
from 1 2^ to 2 0 eV with a maximum at 1 6 eV and a plateau extending Irom 
3 7 to 4 25 eV CeBft has a similar spectrum with a broad peak extending 
from 2 0 to 2 6 eV centered at 2 3 eV There is a plateau visible from 3 65 to 
4 40 eV 
energy [eV) anargy laV) 
Figure 2 Optical conductivity of LaB^ and CeB^ 
For CeB6 also a very steep decline of the optical conductivity in the infrared 
region is observed at 0 5 eV A dominant feature of the optical properties of 
rare earth hexabondes is the existence of plasmons These plasmons are 
most clearly seen in the encrgv loss function, which is given by 
Im( ) = ЕІ/ЕГ+Е? The energy loss functions for LaB
n
 and CeBft are displayed 
ε 
in figure 3 
It is seen that both plasmon peaks have an identical energy position but dif­
ferent peak heights and widths The plasma frequencies ω
ρ
 and scattering 
times τ corresponding to these peaks were calculated assuming a Lorent^ian 
line profile (Raether 1980) Both materials have a plasma frequency 
(i) =3 02 IO1"1 Hz LaB6 has a scattering time of 2 29 10" | s s and CeB6 a 
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Figure 3: Energy loss function of LaB6 and CeB6 j . 
scattering time of 4.84.10"15 s. The scattering times thus differ approximately 
a factor two. 
Theory 
The bandstructure of LaB6 and CeB6 was calculated using the ASW method 
(Williams, Kubier and Gelatt 1979). 
The basis set was composed of s, p. d and f wavefunctions and Boron s and ρ 
functions. Boron 3d functions were treated perturbativcly, but were not in­
cluded in the hamiltonian. 
The resultant secular matrix was of rank 40 only and the calculations required 
8 iterations to obtain convergence to an accuracy of 1:10~5. The bandstruc-
tures were plotted in figure 4 and figure 5 for LaB6 and CeB6 respectively 
along the lines of high symmetry of the simple cubic Brillouin zone. 
The results for LaB6 arc in very close agreement with the results of Hasegawa 
and Yanase (1977) but deviate from those of Arko et al (1976). The 
bandstructure of CeB6 is in qualitative agreement with the bandstructure cal­
culated by Yanase (1983). 
The bandstructures show great similarities. The lower 9 bands are of primari­
ly В character, although the hybridization with the metal d states at the top 
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of the complex is substantial In LaB(, the Fermi-level is positioned in a 
band-complex of mixed B-p La-d character At Γ. one finds a doublet of 
La-d E9 symmetry and finally the La 4f complex is reached at about 1 Ryd-
berg The higher states in CeB6 deviate from this picture, as expected 
Above the lowest 9 bands one finds a complex ol 7f bands, be it hybridized 
with B-p as well The doublet at Γ at the highest energy is of Ce E9 d char­
acter 
The Joint Density of States was calculated for the two materials using the 
quadratic integration scheme of Methlessel et al (1985) The optical conduc­
tivity calculated from the JDOS is shown in figure 2a and 2b for LaB6 and 
CeB6 respectively 
Г Х М Γ R X R M 
Figure 4 Bandstructure of LdB6 along high symmetry lines 
3. Discussion 
From the comparison of the optical conductivities calculated from the 
bandstructure and the experimentally determined optical conductivities The 
nature of the transitions involved can be deduced In LdB6 the peak at 1 6 eV 
stems from transitions at the top of the Boron ρ complex to the empty La-d 
levels The feature at 4 0 eV originates from the same initial states, the role 
of the final states is here performed by the higher lying empty f levels of Lan-
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Figure 5: Bandstructure of CcB6 along high symmetry lines 
thanum. Both of the features in CeBft find their origin in transitions towards 
empty Ce f levels, the peak at 2.3 eV is formed by transitions from the lop of 
the boron ρ complex; the feature of 4.0 eV is caused by transitions from 
lower lying B-p states. 
For both materials no reliable Drude fits could be made. This is also in 
agreement with the bandstructure as for these materials interband transitions 
set in already at low energies of 0.1 eV. The sharp decline of the optical con­
ductivity for CeBfi at 0.5 eV can be interpreted by a peak in the J DOS at the 
same energy. The peak is due to transitions from the occupied bands to the 
unoccupied bands of the f complex around the Fermi energy. These bands 
are hybridized with d levels. 
The plasmons observed are also common to other hexaborides: EuB6,PrBn 
and NdB6 (Kierzek 1969, Gurin 1980). For all these materials they occur at 
exactly the same energy. From the bandstructures described it can be seen 
that there are possibly interband effects associated with these plasmon peaks 
at 2.0 cV. 
In summarize, we conclude that CeB6 and LaBn have similar optical proper­
ties. An additional structure at 0.5 eV is observed indicating transitions in 
the hybridized f level complex at the Fermi energy. As the bandstructure 
results are very recent, a full comparison with other experimental data e.g. 
the de Haas van Alphen results has not been performed yet. 
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Samenvatting 
De meeste fysische eigenschappen van metalen zoals de eleUnsche geleiding 
en magnetisme worden bepaald door het gedrag van de electronen in een 
metaal Ook de optische eigenschappen, /oals de kleur van een metaal, 
worden bepaald door de eigenschappen van de electronen 
Het is dus van groot belang de electronenstructuur van een materiaal te 
kennen, om de eigenschappen van metalen te begrijpen en/of te voorspellen 
In de zgn een electron-theone beweegt een electron in een centrale 
potentiaal Dit leidt tot het ontslaan van banden van toegestane golfvectoren 
К en energieën E voor de electronen Dit heet de bandenstructuur van een 
metaal 
In een metaal zijn bij Τ = О К de banden beneden de Fermi energie EF bezet 
en boven EF onbezet 
De combinatie van berekende bandenstructuren en experimentele gegevens 
over deze bandenstructuren, biedt de mogelijkheid een gedetailleerd beeld te 
krijgen van de electronenstructuur van metalen De electronische toestanden 
bij Ep kunnen nauwkeurig onderzocht worden met het de Haas - van Alphen 
effect 
Voor het onderzoek van bezette banden beneden Ep en boven Ep zijn de 
technieken ellipsometne en fotoemissie bij uitstek geschikt In dit 
proefschrift worden de resultaten verkregen met de twee laatstgenoemde 
technieken aan diverse metalen beschreven Photoemissie is het verschijnsel 
dat materialen wanneer ze beschenen worden met ultraviolet licht electronen 
uitzenden Dit principe wordt sinds de zestiger jaren gebruikt om de 
eigenschappen van electronen in materialen te onderzoeken Met name in de 
zeventiger jaren is de belangstelling voor deze techniek sterk toegenomen In 
dit proefschrift wordt een speciale variant van fotoemissie gebruikt 
hoekafhankehjke fotoemissie (ARUPS) Men meet nu met alleen de 
kinetische energie van de electronen die ontsnappen aan het metaal, maar 
ook de hoek met het kristaloppervlak waaronder de electronen ontsnappen 
Dit maakt in principe voor eenknstallen een experimentele bepaling van de 
bandenstructuur mogelijk 
De electronen die ontsnappen uit het metaal komen uit de bovenste 
atoomlagen van een metaaloppervlak Dit is een voordeel en een nadeel 
Het is een nadeel omdat veel tijd besteed moet worden aan het verkrijgen 
van schone, knstalhjne metaaloppervlakken Omdat zelfs onder ultra hoog 
vacuum condities (IO - 1 1 Torr) zich binnen enkele uren een atoomlaag 
verontreinigingen opbouwt, moet dit schoonmakenonder ultra hoog vacuum 
condities gebeuren en steeds na verloop vantijd herhaald worden Het 
voordeel van deze oppervlakte gevoeligheid is dat de eigenschappen van 
electronen aan het oppervlak bestudeerd kunnen worden Deze 
eigenschappen kunnen anders zijn dan die van electronen in het binnenste va 
een metaal De eigenschappen \an de electronen aan het oppervlak spelen 
een belangrijke rol op de gebieden van katalyse en corrosie (roesten) Ook 
in de halfgeleider technologie worden oppervlakte effecten steeds 
belangrijker Het onderzoeksgebied oppervlaktefysica, waartoe 
hoekafhankehjke fotoemissie behoort, staat daarom momenteel erg in de 
belangstelling In dit proefschrift wordt een in eigen beheer ontwikkelde 
hoekafhankehjke fotoemissie opstelling beschreven Met deze opstelling 
werden metingen verricht aan zilver en zilver met een 15% goud 
concentratie De resultaten van de zilvermetingen worden vergeleken met 
een theoretische bandenstructuur Uit de verkregen resultaten blijkt dat 
hoekafhankehjke fotoemissie een zeer nauwkeurige vergelijking met de 
bandenstructuur mogelijk maakt 
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Voor het zilver met 15% goud kristal werd een experimentele 
bdndenstructuur bepaald, die sterk op die van zil\er lijkt met een extra band 
die door het goud veroorzaakt wordt 
De andere experimentele techniek die gebruikt werd voor het m dit 
proefschrift beschreven onderzoek, ellipsometrie, berust op het verschijnsel 
dat lineair gepolariseerd licht na reflectie aan een metaaloppervlak meestal 
elliptisch gepolariseerd is Het opmeten van de verandering van de 
polarisatie van het licht, biedt de mogelijkheid om de complexe dielectnsche 
constante van een materiaal te bepalen Deze dielectnsche constante is 
gerelateerd aan fysische grootheden zoals het reflecticvermogen en de 
brekingsindex van een materiaal 
Ook kan een aan de dielectnsche constante gerelateerde grootheid uit een 
bdndenstructuur berekend worden Zo kan men dus indirect een vergelijking 
met een theoretische bandenstructuur maken 
Ellipsometrie is minder oppervlakte gevoelig dan fotoemissie, de belangrijkste 
parameter is hierbij namelijk de indnngdiepte van het licht, die veel groter is 
dan de vrije weglengte van electronen in een materiaal Voor met name 
ingewikkelde verbindingen, die moeilijk schoon te krijgen zijn aan het 
oppervlak, is het eenvoudiger om ellipsometrie te gebruiken om informatie 
over de bdndenstructuur te krijgen In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten 
verkregen aan zes materialen ZrZn2,Ni1Al,NiMnSb,PtMnSb,CeBn en LaB6 
beschreven Experimentele resultaten werden vergeleken met berekende 
bandenstructuren De onderzochte materialen staan momenteel om diverse 
redenen in de belangstelling 
ZrZn2 en МцАІ zijn het onderwerp van veel onderzoek omdat m beide 
materialen het magnetisme veroorzaakt wordt door itinerante electronen, in 
tegenstelling lot de situatie bij bijna alle andere ferromagneten De interesse 
voor PtMnSb en NiMnSb komt in eerste instantie uit de toegepaste research 
PtMnSb heeft voor zover tot nu toe bekend is namelijk het hoogste Kerr-
effect van alle materialen Het begrijpen van dit hoge Kerr-effect kan het 
onderzoek naar materialen met een nog hoger Kerr-effect ten goede komen 
Het Kerr-effect biedt mogelijkheden voor toepassingen zoals optische 
recording LaB6 en CeB6 werden onoerzocht vanuit de fundamentele 
interesse in de verschillen tussen de twee materialen die door het extra f 
electron van Cerium veroorzaakt worden De ellipsometrie resultaten 
worden gepresenteerd in de vorm van artikelen De mogelijkheden die 
ellipsometrie biedt om bandenstructuren te bepalen worden hieraan 
geïllustreerd 
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STELLINGEN 
De waarneming van een sterke vermogensafhankelijkheid bij de 
infrarood laserdesorptie van gassen van metaaloppervlakken 
door Chuang zou verklaard kunnen worden door laser geïnduceerde 
thermische desorptie; en niet noodzakelijk door een multiphoton 
proces. 
Т.О. Chuang,1983, Surface Science Reports,3,1-
P.A.M.v.d. Heide,K. Veeken, 3. Reuss en A.R. de Vroomen, 
1985, to be published. 
De beperking van de resolutie van de Scanning Tunneling Microscope 
op sub-atomaire schaal (0.15 °) wordt bepaald door de isolatie van 
het meetsysteem t.o.ν. externe trillingen. 
G.O.v.d. Walle,H.ν. Kempen,1985,Rev.Sci.Instr,to be published, 
Het is onjuist te veronderstellen dat het bij veel bijna ferro-
magnetische materialen waargenomen maximum in de susceptibiliteit 
als functie van temperatuur of magneetveld niet verklaard kan worden 
door structuur in de electronische toestandsdichtheid. 
G. Barnea,1977,3.Phys.F:Met.Phys. 7,315. 
Bij de bepaling van de absorptie van de koude NH, bundel brengen 
Veeken en Reuss een correctie aan voor de achtergrondabsorptie. 
Hierbij wordt niet voldoende rekening gehouden met mogelijke 
bijdragen t.g.v. schokgolfabsorptie. 
K. Veeken en 3. Reuss,1984,Appi.Phys. ВЭ4,149. 
De observatie van Karlov et al. dat door golflengte afhankelijke 
laserdesorptie van gassen van kristaloppervlakken isotopenscheiding 
mogelijk is, is twijfelachtig. 
N.V. Karlov,R.P. Petrov,Yu.N. Petrov and A.M. Prokhov, 
1977,ЗЕТР Lett. 24,259. 
De natuurkunde kan zich wat de popularisering van het vakgebied 
betreft de sterrenkunde tot voorbeeld nemen. 
Ten einde het inzicht van studenten tijdens de universitaire 
studie natuurkunde in de beroepspraktijk van fysici te bevorderen, 
dienen contacten met het bedrijfsleven d.m.v. excursies en stages 
gestimuleerd te worden. 
Vrij naar stelling XX, proefschrift L. van der Heide, 
1926, Technische Hogeschool Delft. 
8 
Tijdens de natuurkundestudie zou meer aandacht besteed moeten 
worden aan plannings- en kostenaspecten van experimenteel fysisch 
onderzoek. 
P.A.M, van der Heide, 
Nijmegen, 2 mei 1985, 


